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in these times, considered as no contemptible part of the revenue of tf1
sovereIgns, In Europe',lt consisted in such treasure as was found concealed in... ~ ,greatest
and to which no particular person could prove any right. This was regarded ~e earth,
limes, .as so Important an object, that it was always considered as bel on :i ~ IJ1 those
~overelgn, and neither to the finder nor to the proprietor of the land unles thg; X1g to the
ad been conveyed to the latt~r by an express clause in his charte: It wa~ eo r:ight to it
same footing with gold and silver mines, which, without a special clause i:~t ~]Jon the
of le d.corsupposed to be comprehended in the general grant of the lands tho h~ charter,
o ea, copper, tm, and coal were, as things of smaller consequence. ' -.......:Lgl::1 mines

CHAPTER \I

T~[ ~~~~~{~T~~~ERED AS A PARTICULAR BRANCH OF
OFMAlNTAIN~~GTHE SOCIETY, OR OF THE EXPENSE::

THENAT10NAL CAPITAL

It has been shown in the First Book tha h '
resolves Itself into three parts f h' h t t e pnce of the greater part of cl>II:LITlodities
profits of the stock and a th'°d w

th
IC one pays the wages of the labour aI1<:>ther the

d ' ' tr e rent of th I d whi 'pro ucmg and bringing them t k e an which had been elrlL ~:I eyed in
hi h " 0 mar et: that the' --

W rc the pnce IS made up of two of those re are, Indeed, some coml'r1 c>d ities of
of stock; and a very few in which it parts only, the wages of labour and. tJ-Le: profits
that the price of every comm dit 1 consists altogether in one, the wages of 1.".,1::>eur' but
of th hOI Y necessarily re I ' If' 'ose tree parts' every rt f i . so yes itse Into someone or o~~::r or all

. ' pa 0 It which . ' 'neces~anly profit to somebody. goes neither to rent nor to wa.g~S, being

Since this is the case it has b
commodity, taken separatel;, it must ~~n obs~rved, with regard to every pa:.r1icu,lar
compose the whole annual prod f so With regard to all the commodit:i=s which
complexly, The whole price or excharu the land and labour of every courx trY' taken
itself Into the same three parts and b geable value of that annual produce mLIst resolve
~ountry, either as the wages ~f their ~::,celled out among the different inhabit:.".,r1't::s of the
and, our, the profits of their stock or the rer1't:: of their

But though the whole value of th '
country, is thus divided among d e annual produce of the land and laboiax" ~ f every
as 10 the t f a nri ' an constItutesa .ren 0 a private estate we di ti ' revenue to, Its different inha1>:i-t~:I1ts; yet,
so m~~ we likewise in the reven~e of ~~I;~gUlShb~tween the gross rent and the rc> e:at rent,
neat re~ gross rent~fa private estate co~ inhabItants of a great country.
of re t, what remains free to the landlordPrehends whatever is paid by the E'~er; the
f" ~atrs, and all other necessary h ' after deductmg the expense of m~~gemenl,

:ab~; :~ place in his stock reserve~ ~~~~:~or that, without hurting his esta-t=~ he can
amu; uipage: the ornaments of his h me late consumption, or to spend '-'"-I'on 11IS

;:ents, HISrealwealth is in proport~useand furniture, his private enjoy~ ~-:Ilts and
e gross revenue f II . Ion,not to his gr b '

annual produce f h . 0 a the Inhabitantsof a oss, ut to hiSneat re£3. t - h Ie
after deducting °tht etr land and labour' the neatgreat country comprehends 1:)1.= wtlom
. e expense f " revenue h' to 1e ,

circulating capital or wi t ,0 maintaining first th ' ' fiw at remalUS fre= J1Y their
stock reserved 'ror .1a, wI,thout encroaching upo~ th e.lf Ix.ed, and, secoo.. {n their

Immediate consumpt' elr capital, they can pla.-O..e:-: -
lon, Of spend up tl' ---- 5 :lstence,on 1elr sL-J-L/
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conveniences,and amusements. Their real wealth, too, is in proportion, not to their gross,

butto their neat revenue,
The whole expense of maintaining the fixed capital must evidently be excluded from

theneat revenue ofthe society, Neither the materials necessary for supporting their useful
machines and instruments of trade, their profitable buildings, etc. nor the produce o( the
labournecessary for fashioning those materials into the proper form, can ever make any
partof it. The price of that labour may indeed make a part of it; as the workmen so
employedmay place the whole value of their wages in their stock reserved for immediate
consumption, But in other sorts of labour, both the price and the produce go to this stock;
theprice to that of the workmen, the produce to that of other people, whose subsistence,
conveniences,and amusements, are augmented by the labour of those workmen.

The intention of the fixed capital is to increase the productive powers of labour, or to
enable the same number of labourers to perform a much greater quantity of work, In a
farmwhere all the necessary buildings, fences, drains, communications, etc. are in the
mostperfect good order, the same number of labourers and labouring cattle will raise a
much greater produce, than in one of equal extent and equally good ground, but not
furnishedwith equal conveniences. In manufactures, the same number of hands, assisted
withthe best machinery, will work up a much greater quantity of goods than with more
imperfect instruments of trade, The expense which is properly laid out upon a fixed
capital of any kind, is always repaid with great profit, and increases the annual produce
bya much greater value than that of the support which such improvements require, This
support, however, still requires a certain portion of that produce, A certain quantity of
materials, and the labour of a certain number of workmen, both of which might have been
immediately employed to augment the food, clothing, and lodging, the subsistence and
conveniences of the society, are thus diverted to another employment, highly
advantageous indeed but still different from this one. It is upon this account that all such
improvements in mechanics as enable the same number of workmen to perform an equal
quantity of work with cheaper and simpler machinery than had been usual before, are
alwaysregarded as advantageous to every society. A certain quantity of materials, a~d
the labour of a certain number of workmen, which had before been employed 10
supporting a more complex and expensive machinery, can afterwards be applied to
augment the quantity of work which that or any other machinery is useful only for
performing. The undertaker of some great manufactory, who employs a thousand a-year
10 the maintenance of his machinery, if he can reduce this expense to five hundred, :viii
naturally employ the other five hundred in purchasing an additional quantity of materials,
to be wrought up by an additional number of workmen, The quantity of that work,
therefore, which his machinery was useful only for performing, will naturally be
augmented, and with it all the advantage and conveniency which the society can denve
from that work

The expen;e of maintaining the fixed capital in a great country, may very properly be
compared to that of repairs in a private estate, The expense of repairs may frequently be
necessary for supporting the produce of the estate, and consequently both the gross and
t~e .n~at rent of the landlord. When by a more proper direction, however, It c~n be
dlmlO\shed without occasioning any diminution of produce, the gross rent remainS at
leastthe same as before and the neat rent is necessarily augmented.

But though the whole expense of maintaining the fixed capital is thus necessari Iy
exc.luded from the neat revenue of the society, it is not the same case with t~at ~f
maintaining the circulating capital. Of the four parts of which this latter capital IS

---_&_-
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composed, money, provisions, materials, and finished work, the three last, it has
been observed, are regularly withdrawn from it, and placed either in the fixed ~ ClL ~:ready
the society, or m their stock reserved for immediate consumption. Whatever p~ :p ~-tal of
those consumable goods IS not employed in maintaining the fonmer, goes all to tI-lL~1<ln of
and makes a part of the neat revenue of the society. The maintenance of those t~ ~ :l.atter,
of the circulating capital, therefore, withdraws no portion of the annual produce &~ parts
neat revenue of the SOCiety,besides what is necessary for maintaining the fixed c ~:rn the-
. . The CIrculatm ca Ital of a SOCIe is in this respect different from th.~" tal.
mdiVI ua .. at of an individual is totally exclude om ma mg any part or ~ _ <If an
revenue, ~hlch must consist altogether in his profits. But though the circulatin = ,.~ neat
every individual makes a part of that of the society to Wh'ICh h b I . g ~:I=> 1tal ofth tee ongs, It IS :r::L
a account totally excluded from making a part likewise of th . t C>t uponth hi' err nea revenue ~"L-..

e woe goods m.a merchant's shop must by no means be laced in his 0 - .oL .icugh
reserved for Immediate consumption they may' th t f : ~ stock
revenue derived from other funds, ma~ regularly r~~lac: thOeiro:a~~e~~o~le, wh~= :fi:-om a
ItS profits, without occasioning any diminution either of hi it I f hei togetIc:L~r withM h . IS capna or 0 t errs

oney, t erefore, IS the only part of the circulatinc caoi .'
maintenance can occasion any diminutio . thei mg capital of a society, of ~":l:-JLlch the

Til.
' n In elf neat revenue
e fixed capital and that part of th . I' . .

far as they affect the revenue ofth . e CIrCUatmg capital which consists in rr:L<:>:r:a...ey so
First, as those machines and ie StOCIety,bear a very great resemblance to one ~<Jther.

to erect them and afterwards t ns rume~ts of trade, etc. require a certain expeT"1::=::;'~, first
part of the g;oss, are deductio~:ufr~~rtt~ em, both which expenses,. though the:>," :JtICIake a
money which circulates in an e neat revenue of the society; so the ~t<:::)!ck of

y country must requi . .and afterwards to support it, both hi h ire a certam expense, first to ~<::> 11eet It,
are, in the same manner ded tioi ICfr expenses, though they make a part of t.I:-1~ .gross,
quantity of very valuable ;"ater~~I~on~ld om the neat revenue of the society. ~ ~ertain
augmenting the stock re d g and Sliver, and of very cunous labour iIJL=t

ead
of

. serve for Hll d' . ' -conveniences and amuseme t f i .. me late consumption the suI::> s...s.1:ence,
. .' n s 0 individ I . .'expensive Instrument of c b ua S, IS employed In supporting that ~€"2t but

has his subsistence conveo~merce, y means of which every individual in th.-~ s-<Jciety
, I1lences and am .proper proportions. ' usements, regularly distributed to hiIY3- :Lr> theIr

. Sec~ndly, as the machines and inscapital either of an indi'd I truments of trade, etc. which compose t1J.-€" fix~d
VI ua or of a SOCiety k f'hneat revenue of either' so ,rna e no part either of the gross C::>.- () l e

I
' money by mea f h' - .regu arly distributed among II'. . ns 0 w Ich the whole revenue of the =c> ~ :Jety IS

revenue. The great wheel of a Iits different members, makes itself no pa- c> f that
. I eIrCU atlOn IS It h . ' ~ - ICirCUated by means of't Th a oget er different from the 0 d . - r ~~4:; 1 are
d' I . e revenue of th . g 0 s v- d

an n)ot In the wheel which ~irculat th e society consists altogether in tho-s.~ goo s,
revenue of any society, we must alw:s ...e~. In computing either the gross or -.:-.-.-..c 11eat
goods, deduct the whole value ofth ys, from the whole annual circulation of In- c5~4BY and
any part of either. e money, of which not a single farthing can "'~ ~~ make

it IS the ambiguity of I
doubtful or paradoxical v:~guage only which can make this . . ~ either
evident. . en properly explained add proposition appe"" ~ .. self-

Wh n un erstood, It IS alrr::a. £7
en we talk of an 'metal piece f ' ,Y, particular Sum of mone' ):?'ut the

obscure ~s 0 whIch It IS composed aQ~ s ~,we sometimes mean nothi .. ~ ~ some
re erence to the goods which'can beo~e~ll:nes we include in our mean..~~~er of

. a m exchange for it, or to the P £7
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purchasingwhich the possession of it conveys. Thus, when we say ~at the circulating
moneyof England has been computed at eighteen millions, we mean on\~o express the
amountof the metal pieces, which some writers have computed, or rather ha~ supposed,
10 circulate m that country. But when we say that a man IS worth fifty or a hundred

. poundsa-year, we mean commonly to express, not only the amount of the metal pieces
whichare annually paid to him, but the value of the goods which he can annually
purchaseor consume; we mean commonly to ascertain what is or ought to be his way of
living,or the quantity and quality of the necessaries and conveniences of life in which he
canwith propriety indulge himsel f.

When, by any particular sum of money, we mean not only to express the amount of
themetal pieces of which it is composed, but to include in its signification some obscure
referenceto the goods which can be had in exchange for them, the wealth or revenue
whichit in this case denotes, is equal only to one of the two values which are thus
intimatedsomewhat ambiguously by the same word, and to the latter more properly than
lolheformer, to the money's worth more properly than to the money.

Thus, if a guinea be the weekly pension of a particular person, he can in the course of
the week purchase with it a certain quantity of subsistence, conveniences, and
amusements.In proportion as this quantity is great or small, so are his real riches, his real
weeklyrevenue. His weekly revenue is certainly not equal both to the guinea and to what
canbe purchased with it, but only to one or other of those two equal values, and to the
lallermore properly than to the former, to the guinea's worth rather than to the guinea.

If the pension of such a person was paid to him, not in gold, but in a weekly bill for a
guinea,his revenue surely would not so properly consist in the piece of paper, as in what
hecould get for it. A guinea may be considered as a bill for a certain quantity of
necessariesand conveniences upon all the tradesmen in the neighbourhood The revenue
of the person to whom it is paid, does not so properly consist in the piece of gold, as in
whathe can get for it, or in what he can exchange it for. If it could be exchanged for
nothing,it would, like a bill upon a bankrupt, be of no more value than the most useless
plCceof paper.
. Though the weekly or yearly revenue of all the different inhabitants of any country,
I~thesame manner, may be, and in reality frequently is, paid to them in money, their real
nches,however, the real weekly or yearly revenue of all of them taken together, must
al~aysbe great or small, in proportion to the quantity of consumable goods which they
canall of them purchase with this money. The whole revenue of all of them taken
togetherj, evidently not equal to both the money and the consumable goods, but only to
Oneor other of those two values and to the latter more properly than to the former.
w . Though we frequently, th~refore, express a person's revenue by the metal pieces
hlChare annually paid to him it is because the amount of those pieces regulates the
exlentofilis power of purchasin~ or the value of the goods which he can annually afford
toconsume. We still consider hi~ revenue as consisting in this power of purchasing or
consuming ad' h' . ., n not In t e pieces which convey It.
. But if this is sufficiently evident even with regard to an individual, it is still more so

Wilh ,.··d.. regard to a society. The amount of the metal pIeces which are annually pal to an
indiVidual,is often precisely equal to his revenue and is upon that account the shortest
'nd be t '. h' h . It' a, s expression of its value. But the amount of the metal pieces w IC ClrcUa e In
SOC"t . h' hy, can never be equal to the revenue of all its members. As the same gUinea w IC

:?as the weekly pension of one man to-day, may pay that of another to-morrow, and that
third the day thereafter the amount of the metal pieces which annually ClCculate In

, \)'d- oV d.t.,- I.~ " (A
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any country, must always be of much less value than the whole money pensions annuall
paid with them. But the power of purchasing, or the goods which can successively b:
bought wIth the whole of those money pensIOns, as they are successively paid must
always be precisely of the same value with those pensions; as must likewise be tbe
revenue of the different persons to whom they are paid. That revenue, therefore, cannut
consist In those metal pieces, of which the amount is so much inferior to its value but in
the power of purchasing, in the goods which can successively be bought with them as
they circulate from hand to hand.

~

. Mone~, therefore, the great wheel of circulation, the great instrument of commerce,
like all other instruments of trade, though it makes a part, and a very valuable part, of the
capital, .~ no part of the revenue 0 the socie to which it belongs; and though the
metal pieces 0 which It IS co~posedl In the course of their annua ClfCU ation, distribute
to every man the revenue which properly belongs to him, they make themselves no part
of tna: revenue,

Thirdly, and lastly, the machines and instruments of trade, etc. which compose the
fixed capital, bear this further resemblance to that part of the circulating capital which
consists In money' that as every sa' . th .. . l vmg In e expense of erectmg and supporting those
machines, which does not dim' . h the i d . .

f
uus e mtro ucnve powers of labour IS an improvement

o the neat revenue of the soc' ty; ., 's rti h ie , so every saving 10 the expense of collecting and

O
UfPPolinghtat part of the circulating capital which consists in money is an improvement
exact y t e same kmd.

It is sufficiently obvious a d it hmannerevery sa' . h ,n I as partly, too, been explained already, in what
vmg 10 t e expense of support' th f d . .' fthe neat revenue f the soci rng e ixe capital IS an Improvement 0
o e society The whole ca it I f h d k f k .necessarily divided bet hi . . pi a 0 t e un erta er 0 every war IS

remains the same the ;eel~ I~flxed and his circulating capital. While his whole capital
the circulating c~pital mahe~ t ~ one part, the greater must necessarily be the other. I! is
industry into motion EW rc .mlshes the materials and wages of labour, and puts

. very saving the f .capital which does not di .. h ' re ore, 10 the expense of maintaining the fixed
which 'puts industryinto notior the productive powers of labour must increase the fund

1
rno Ion and conseq I h 'lle real revenue of every .' uent y t e annual produce of land and labour,

TI . society.
ie substitution of paper in thexpensive instrument of e room of gold and silver money replaces a very

convent commerce with 0 hi' IIonvemem. Circulationc ne mue ess costly and sometimes equay
erect and to maintain tha~~~s tOI~ecarried on by a new wheel ~hich it costs less bothto
and in whatmanner it tend te? one. But in what manner this operation is perfonn

ed
,

is not It h S 0 Increase eithe th .a agel er so Obvious d r e gross or the neat revenue of the SOCiety,
The ' an may therefore .db re are several different sort f require some further explication.

a~ ankers are the species which i~~ paper money; but the circulating notes of banks
p rpose. est known, and which seems best adapted for thiS

When the peo Ie f
probity and d p 0 any particular co t hupo d pru ence of a particula b k un ry ave such confidence in the fortune,

n emaod such I hi r an er as to b I' . d"him th 0 IS promiss ' e ieve that he IS always rea Yto p ,
eonlid ose notes come to have the s notes as are likely to be at any time presented to

~ ~~~thalt such money can at :n~a~e c~rrency as gold and silver money, from the

extent, we I~~a~;banker lends among ~~sec~ had for t~em.
purposes of suppose, of a hundred th stomers hIS own promissory notes, to the

money, his debtors pay h' h ousand pounds. As those notes serve all the
1m t e same interest as if he had lent them sa much
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money. This interest is the source of his gain. Though some of those notes are continually
coming back upon him for payment, part of them continue to circulate for months and
years together. Though he has generally in circulation, therefore, notes to the extent of a
hundred thousand pounds, twenty thousand pounds in gold and silver may, frequently, be
a sufficient provision for answering occasional demands. By this operation, therefore,
twenty thousand pounds in gold and silver perform all the functions which a hundred
thousand could otherwise have performed. The same exchanges may be made, the same
quantity of consumable goods may be circulated and distributed to their proper
consumers, by means of his promissory notes, to the value of a hundred thousand pounds,
as by an equal value of gold and silver money. Eighty thousand pounds of gold and
silver, therefore, can in this manner be spared from the circulation of the country; and if
different operations of the the same kind should, at the same time, be carried on by many
different banks and bankers, the whole circulation may thus be conducted with a fifth part
only of the gold and silver which would otherwise have been requisite. .

Let us suppose, for example, that the whole circulating money of some partIcular
country amounted, at a particular time, to one million sterling, that sum being then
sufficient for circulating the whole annual produce of their land and labour; let us
suppose, too, that some time thereafter, different banks and bankers issued promissory
notes payable to the bearer, to the extent of one million, reserving in their different
coffers two hundred thousand pounds for answering occasional demands; there would
remain, therefore, in circulation, eight hundred thousand pounds in gold and silver, and a
million of bank notes, or eighteen hundred thousand pounds of paper and money
together. But the annual produce of the land and labour of the country had before
required only one million to circulate and distribute it to its proper consumers, and that
annual produce cannot be immediately augmented by those operations of banking. One
million, therefore, will be sufficient to circulate it after them. The goods to be bought and
sold being precisely the same as before, the same quantity of money will be sufficient for
buying and selling them. The channel of circulation, if I may be allowed such an
expression, will remain precisely the same as before. One million we have supposed
sufficient to fill that channel. Whatever, therefore, is poured into it beyond this sum,
cannot run into it, but must overflow. One million eight hundred thousand pounds are
poured into it. Eight hundred thousand pounds, therefore, must overflow, that sum being
over and above what can be employed in the circulation of the country. But though this
sum cannot be employed at home, it is too valuable to be allowed to he Idle. It Will,
therefore, be sent abroad, in order to seek that profitable employment which It cannot find
at home. But the paper cannot go abroad; because at a distance from the banks which
ISsue it, and from the country in which payment of it can be exacted by law, It Will not be
received in common payments. Gold and silver, therefore, to the amount of eight hundred
thousand pounds, will be sent abroad, and the channel of home CirculatIOn Will remam
filled with a million of paper instead ofa million of those metals which filled It before.
. But though so great a quantity of gold and silver is thus sent abroad, we must not
Imagine that it is sent abroad for nothing, or that its proprietors make a present of It to
foreign nations. They will exchange it for foreign goods of some kind or another, 10 order
to supply the consumption either of some other foreign country, or of their own.

If they employ it in purchasing goods in one foreign country, in order to supply the
consumption of another or in what is called the carrying trade, whatever profit they make
will be in addition to th~ neat revenue of their own country· It is like a new fund, created
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for carrying on a new trade; domestic business being now transacted by a e
gold and sliver being converted into a fund for this new trade. p p ~ ~ ~d th
. If they employ it in purchasing foreign goods for home consumption e

either, first, purchase such goods as are likely to be consumed by idle ' ~e:o~ may
produce nothmg,. such as foreign wines, foreign silks, etc.; or, second Ipe~")::>:1 =, who
purchase an additional stock of materials, tools, and provisions, in order to rna ~e:o~ may
employ an additional number of industrious people, who reproduce with a ~ "t::acin and
value of their annual conswnption. ,:r-<:> :fit, the

So far as it is employed in the first way, it promotes prodigalit increas
and con.sumptlon, without increasing production, or establishing an:' ermane~ ~~pense
supportmg that .expense, and is in every respect hurtful to the society p t ~nd for
. So far as It IS employed in the second wa . . .
increases the consumption of the society it pro .J' It promotes industry; and "t:::Ic1<=>ugh it
consumption; the people who consume' re ro~:IC~~a permanent fund for SUPPc::>:r-t1]ng that
their annual consumption The p g, with a profit, the whole. '-'"alue of

I
. gross revenue of the society th I

and and labour, is increased by the whole ' ,e annua produc::=~ <:>f their
to the materials upon which the value which the labour of those workIr:L~n adds
ofthis value, after deducting w~a~re employed, and their neat revenue by wh __ "t:: :r-~mains
of their trade. IS necessary for support 109 the tools and ir:L=~ments

That the greater part of the old d sioperations of banking is em I gd' an silver which being forced abroad, ~~, those
. ,p oye 111 purchasi ji . .-7"IS, and must be employed in ph' ng oreign goods for home cora.ess ~ption

, urc asmg th f hi 'probable, but almost unavoidabl Th hose 0 t IS second kind, seems I"1Clt only
th . e. oug some part' Ielf expense very considerably th h h . ICU ar men may sometime-~ ITlcrease
assured that no class or ord 'f DUg t elf revenue does not increase at all ~c==: ITlay be

er 0 men ever do b 'common prudence do not al es so; ecause, though the pri~<::::=' -i...]lles of
. fl ways govern th d10 uence that of the majority f e con uct of every individual tlL~~ always

id 0 every class d ,.-7"consi ered as a class or ord . or or er. But the revenue of icLl~ ::tJeople,
. er, cannot In th IIoperations of banking The' . ' e sma est degree be increasecf. ~--' those

h . If expense m I h' .-7"t em, though thatofa few indi id I genera, t erefore, cannot be much in=:r-~~sed by
dem d f i IVI ua s among th' . Ian 0 Idle people therefor f fore! em may, and 111 reality someti~~= IS. The
same as before, a ver;, small ~rt ~f ~elgn goods, being the same, or very :r:a-~~rly the
operatIOns of banking, is emploP ed in t e money which, being forced abroad- "1::7:::>' those
hkely to be employed in pu \ . purchaSing foreign goods for home cons~ ption, is
naturally be destined for the r~ma~lng those for their use, The greater part c>:£ it will
Idleness. p oyment of Industry, and not for the rnainc:~:r.:a-ance of

When we compute the .
society can employ, we must ~~~tl?h~: industry which the circulating capit~I of any
p~vlslons, m~ls, and finisheJ wo e regard to those parts of it only whic~ ~c> nSlst In
serves only to CIrculate those thre ~k, the other, which consists in money ~.c:J which

f) I:~~~sn~:~:~~ things are requisit:: ~~:~r~~~a;os~e deducted. In order to put i~d-"L.1=~~ '~~~
~ to work Inpense for the sake of which th ork upon, tools to work wit:~= . I

commonl~P;a~a :~i~ tool to work with; an~~~~~~~ dt~ne. Money is neither ~ ~:~e~~e
in the money, b'!!.in th~: mon~y, hiS real revenue, like tha~ o~a~es hot the wo:r-~sts, not
them. oney s worth; not inthe III . a at er men, cO--- - got for

The . etal pieces, but in what ca.... "1:?' ~
quanti of indust h'

the numbe 0 workmen w ~chan ca ital can em 10' ~qual towhom It can suppl . h . ' must eVidently 0 ~ ..enance
Y Wit matenals, tools, and a m~~..-=a--
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suitableto the nature of the work. Money may be requisite for purchasing the materials
andtools of the work, as well as the maintenance of the workmen; but the quantity of
industrywhich the whole capital can employ, is certainly not equal both to the money
whichpurchases, and to the materials, tools, and maintenance, which are purchased with
it,butonly to one or other of those two values, and to the latter more properly than to the

fonner.'hen paper is substituted in the room of gold and silver money, the quantity of the
materials,tools, and maintenance, which the whole circulating capital can supply, may be
increasedby the whole value of gold and silver which used to be employed in purchasing
them.The whole value of the great wheel of circulation and distribution is added to the
goodswhich are circulated and distributed by means of it. The operation, in some
measure,resembles that of the undertaker of some great work, who, in consequence of
someimprovement in mechanics, takes down his old machinery, and adds the difference
betweenits price and that of the new to his circulating capital, to the fund from which he

furnishesmaterials and wages to his workmen.
What is the proportion which the circulating money of any country bears to the

wholevalue of the annual produce circulated by means of it, it is perhaps impossible to
detennine. It has been computed by different authors at a fifth, at a tenth, at a twentieth,
andat a thirtieth, part of that value. But how small soever the proportion which the
circulatingmoney may bear to the whole value of the annual produce, as but a part, and
frequently but a small part, of that produce, is ever destined for the maintenance of
industry,it must always bear a very considerable proportion to that part. When, therefore,
bythe substitution of paper, the gold and silver necessary for circulation is reduced to,
perhaps,a fifth part of the former quantity, if the value of only the greater part of the
other four-fifths be added to the funds which are destined for the maintenance of
industry,it must make a very considerable addition to the quantity of that industry, and,
consequently, to the value of the annual produce of land and labour. .

An operation of this kind has within these five-and-twenty or thirty years, been
performed in Scotland, by the er~ction of new banking companies in almost every
conSiderable town, and even in some country villages. The effects of It have. been
preCiselythose above described. The business of the country is almost entlfely carned on
bymeans of the paper of those different banking companies, with which purchases and
payments of all kinds are commonly made. Silver very seldom appears, except 111 the
changeof a twenty shilling bank note, and gold still seldomer. But though the conduct of
allthose different companies has not been unexceptionable, and has accord1l1gly reqUired
an act of parliament to regulate it, the country, notwithstanding, has eVidently deflved
great benefit from their trade. I have heard it asserted, that the trade of the CIty of
~Iasgow doubled in about fifteen years after the first erection of the banks there; and that
he trade of Scotland has more than quadrupled since the first erection of the two pubhc
banks~t Edinburgh; of which the one, called the Bank of Scotland, was estabhshed by act
of parhament in 1695, and the other, called the Royal Bank, by royal charter In 1727.
Whether the trade, either of Scotland in general, or of the city of Glasgow In particular,
has really increased in so great a proportion, during so short a period, I do not pretend to
:ow. If either of them has increased in this proportion, it seems to be an effect too great
be accounted for by the sole operation of this cause. That the trade and Industry of

~cotland, however, have increased very considerably during this period, and that the
anks have contributed a good deal to this increase, cannot be doubted.
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The value of the silver money which circulated in Scotland before til.e '.
and which, Immediately after It, was brought into the Bank of Scotland ~mon In 1701,
recoined, amounted to £411,117: 10: 9 sterling. 0 account has been got ~ an order tobe
but It appears from the ancient accounts of the mint of cotland, that the ::f the goldcoin;
annually comed somewhat exceeded thai of the silver. There were a g<><> al ue of thegold
too, upon this occasion, who, from a diffidence of repayment did not b~ many people,
mto th~ Bank of Scotland; and there was, besides, some English coin ILrlg their silver
called m. The whole value of the gold and silver, therefore, which circu i vvhlch wasnot
before the Union, cannot be estimated at less than a million sterli I ated In Scotland
constituted almost the whole circulation of that country' fo th h

ln

;' ": seems to have
Bank of Scotland, which had then no rival was cons ide' bk ,oug I e careulation of~e
very small part of the whole, In the resent time ra e, u seems to J::>.ave madehuta
cannot be estimated at less than two I~llions of h' t~e ,whole C1tculatl<:>n of Scotland
and Silver, most probably does not amount t', I~ IC , t,lat part whicb, consists in gold
gold and silver of Scotland have suffered so ~e~a ~,m~lhon, But thou~ the circulating
riches and prosperity do t g t a irmnuuon during th,IS ]leriod itsr,,1

d
no appear to have suffer d I 'I 'an trade, on the contrary th Ide any, ts agncu ture manufactures, e annua pro uce of it I d ~'augmented, I an and labour, ha'Ve evidently been

It is chiefly by discounting bills of exchan ' ,before they are due that th ge, that IS, by advancing lTl.<:>ney upon them
t T ' e greater part of ba k d b k 'no es. hey deduct alway n s an an ers Issue ~eir promissory

shall become due, The pa~~~~tn o~~~~e~~rsum they advance, the legal i n.terest till thebill
value of what had been advanced t I,when It becomes due, replaces to the bankthe
who advances to the merchant WhO~~ell1erWith a clear profit of the interest. The banker,
promissorynotes, has the ad t bill he discounts, not gold and si 1 'Ver but his own
wh I I ' van age of be' bl ' '. 0 e va ue of his promisso ~ng a e to discount to a greater amount by the·
Clrculati H' ry notes which h f db' 'on. e IS thereby en bl d' e In S, Y experience are commonly In
Sum a e to make hi I' '. IS C ear gam of interest on. esc> much a larger

The comminc' erce of Scotland whi Ionslderable when the lw f IC1 at present is not very great; -cvas still more
ccmpam 0 rrst ba ki . ~dis es would have had b t lit I n mg companies were establisbed; and those
counting of bill u I t e trade h d ' hthe' ' I s of exchan Th ' ' a they confined their b usmess to I e

to"thPromlssorynotes; by grantge, heyinvented, therefore another rY1euod of issuing
e extent f IIlgW at th II' " ed'individualII' 0 a certain Sum (two or ey ca cash accounts, that i,.~ bY giVing cr It,

becolne ho could procure two three thousand pounds for excample), to any
for Whicshurehtyfor him, that whatePersons of undoubted credit and good 1.mded estateto

t e cred't h ver money h Id 'h' h mlegal interest I ad been given sh s ou be advanced to hiO'J. ~ 'WIt In t e su
in all differe'n;redlts of this kind are: Ibou1d be repaid upon demand, t:c>gether Withthe
companies parts of the world Believe, commonly granted by b~ks and banke~

accept f . ut the k'been the pr ' 0 repayment are f easy tenns upon which th.e Scotch ban 109
which the c~~I~al ~ause, both of th:o ar as Iknow, peculiar to them aV <! have perhaps

Whoevern
h
ry as received from 'tgreat trade of those companies '~d of the benefit

Ih asacrd' I. '
Ousandpound e It of this k' ,

thirty POundsatSaupon it, for exam :~d With one of those com anie:s~ and borroWSa
the.great sum, fr lime, the companP ',may repay this sum iec~-meal, by twenl)' and
be III this manne~~ the day OnWhi~hd~scountmg a proportio~able art: c> £ the interest of
convenient to keepe;~I~. All merchantsa~hhof those small sums is ~aid iO, till the wh~l~

c cash accounts' ,~efore, and almost all men c>f bus
mess

, fin I
Wit them, and are thereby interested to promote
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the trade of those companies, by readily receiving their notes in all payments, and by
encouraging all those with whom they have any influence to do the same, The banks,
when their customers apply to them for money, generally advance it to them in their own
promissory notes, These the merchants pay away to the manufacturers for goods, the
manufacturers to the fanners for materials and provisions, the farmers to their landlords
for rent; the landlords repay them to the merchants for the conveniences and luxuries with
which they supply them, and the merchants again return them to the banks, in order to
balance their cash accounts, or to replace what they my have borrowed of them; and thus
almost the whole money business of the country is transacted by means of them. Hence

the great trade of those companies,By means of those cash accounts, every merchant can, without imprudence, carry on
a greater trade than he otherwise could do, If there are two merchants, one in London and
the other in Edinburgh, who employ equal stocks in the same branch of trade, the
Edinburgh merchant can, without imprudence, carry on a greater trade, and give
employment to a greater number of people, than the London merchant. The London
merchant must always keep by him a considerable sum of money, either in his own
coffers, or in those of his banker, who gives him no interest for it, in order to answer the
demands continually coming upon him for payment of the goods which he purchases
upon credit. Let the ordinary amount of this sum be supposed five hundred pounds; the
value of the goods in his warehouse must always be less, by five hundred pounds, than it
would have been, had he not been obliged to keep such a sum unemployed, Let us
suppose that he generally disposes of his whole stock upon hand, or of goods to the value
of his whole stock upon hand, once in the year, By being obliged to keep so great a sum
unemployed, he must sell in a year five hundred pounds worth less goodS than he might
otherwise have done, His annual profits must be less by all that he could have made by
the sale of five hundred pounds worth more goodS; and the number of people employed
tn preparing his goods for the market must be less by all those that five hundred poundS
more stock could have employed, The merchant in Edinburgh, on the other hand, keeps
no money unemployed for answering such occasional demands. When they actually come
upon him, he satisfies them from his cash account with the bank, and gradually replaces
the sum borrowed with the money or paper which comes in from the occasional sales of
hIS goods, With the same stock, therefore, he can, without imprudence, have at all times
m his warehouse a larger quantity of goods than the London merchant; and can thereby
both make a greater profit himself, and give constant employment to a greater number of
Industrious people who prepare those goods for the market. Hence the great benefit which

the country has derived from this trade,
The facility of discounting bills of exchange, it may be thought, indeed, gives the

Englrsh merchants a conveniency equivalent to the cash accounts of the Scotch
merchants, But the Scotch merchants it must be remembered, can discount their bills of
exchange as easily as the English merchants; and have, besides, the additional

conveniency of their cash accounts.The whole paper money of every kind which can easily circulate in any country,
never can exceed the value of the gold and silver, of which it supplres the place, or which
(the commerce being supposed the same) would circulate there, If there was no paper
money. If twenty shilling notes, for example, are the lowest paper money current In
Scotland, the whole of that currency which can easily circulate there, cannot exceed the
SUmof gold and silver which would be necessary for transacting the annual exchanges of
twenty shillings value and upwards usually transacted within that country, Should the
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circulating paper at any time exceed that sum, as the excess could neither be se~t b

b I
d i h . I' f h . . di I a roadnor e emp oye In t e ClfCU anon 0 t e country, It must rmme late y return."'l....1p h

banks, to be exchanged for gold and silver. Many people would immediately ....... on t e. . . .--ercelve
that they had more of this paper than was necessary for transactmg their bu.s in
home; and as they could not send it abroad, they would immediately demand paYrr>. estst
it from the banks. When this superfluous paper was converted into gold and si1"Ve "nth or
could easily find a use for it, by sending it abroad; but they could find none V:h'l e~
remained in the shape of paper. There would immediately, therefore, be a run. UPo~ ~h~
banks to the whole extent of this superfluous paper, and if they showed any diffic Ity
backwardness i uuv orac war ness In payment, to a much greater extent; the alarm which this would c> .'1' . C~Sl00
necessan y mcreasmg the run.

Over and above the expenses which are common to every branch of trade, suchas
the e~pense of house-re.ot, th~ wa~es of ser~ants, clerk~, accountants, etc. the e~penses
peculiar to a bank consist chiefly 10 two articles: first, m the expense of keepir1g at all
times m Its coffers, for answering the occasional demands of the holders of its :r:Jotes a
large sum of money, of which it loses the interest; and, secondly, in the e:><opense 'of
replenishing those coffers as fast as they are emptied by answering such c>ccasional
demands.
. A banking company which issues more paper than can be employ eel in the
Circulation of the country a d of hi h h .. .. ' n W I,e t e excess IS continually returmng upora. them for
payment, ought to Increase the quantity of gold and silver which they keep at a11 times in
their coffers not only 10 proporti t thi .. ..' ., IOn 0 IS excessive Increase of their circulatto ca but ma
much greater proportion- thei t . ' ., ' eir no es returning upon them much faster than in pre> portion
t0rtthle exfcehssof their quantity. Such a company, therefore ought to increase "t:1Je first
a IC e 0 t elr expense not ° I ' , . ' , ' '
b

. ,n y In proportion to this forced Increase of their" bUSiness,
ut In a much greater proportion.

;he cOffe~sof such a company, too, though they ought to be filled mucic fi->.ller, yet
meaus emblPtybtemselves much faster than if their business was confined wi"t:hiJl more
r sona e ounds and mu t ' d. t d '. s reqUire not only a more violent but a more con-stant an
lInm errupte exertIOnof 'd '
co t

· II d . expense, In or er to replenish them The coin too which is thus
n mua y rawn In such I ,. fr " , .

C
irculat' f h arge quantities. om their coffers cannot be emplo"",""""d In the

iOn0 t e country It co 'I ' Jbe employed in th t' '1 . mes 10 p ace of a paper which is over and abov""" "",hat can
in it too But as that clr~u a~:~n, and is, therefore, over and above what can be eITlployed
be sent a'b d' a com WI not be allowed to lie idle it must in one shape CJr another,

roa , In order to find th t fi bl " h .and this c t' I . a pro Ita e employment which it cannot fi[1d a.t orne,
on mua exportation of Id d'l Inecessarily enhancestill farth th go an Sl ver, by enhancing the diffic~l1::Y.' muS

order to replenish those c~; e ex~ense of the bank, in finding new gold a£1d sllve~ m
company, therefore,must ino r~rs, "'! Ich e~pty themselves so very rapidlY - #Suc a
the second article of their e p port~lonto thiSforced increase of their businesS, lncrease

xpense StlImore than th fi
Let us Supposethat all the a . e IrSt. - e

country can easily absorb a d p p~r of a particular bank, which the circulat10'~ ofthd
that, for answering occasionnal ~mp o~' a~?unts exactly to forty thousand pC> 1.,..JJ1ds; a~ts
coffers ten thousand ound . eman s, t IS bank is obliged to keep at all ~~es 10 I

forty-four thousand p'::mds, ~h~nf;~;~h~:~a~i1ver. Should this bank attempt ~O' ~~c~I~~:
Circulation can easily absorb d d pounds which are over and above-. d an employ w'II' they are
~ss~e ,For answeringoccasional demand' I return upon It almost as fast gS :all times
In Its coffers, not eleven thousand d s, therefore, thiS bank ought to keep a. -to '11 th s

poun s only b t' ~- ""'I U, u lourteen thousand pounds. .-- .....
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. thing by the interest of the four thousand pounds excessive circulation; and it will
gamno I . Id d sillosethe whole expense of continually collecting four thousand pounds 10 g~ an st ver,
whichwill be continually going out of ItS coffers as fast as they are brought into th~m.

Had every particular banking company always understood and attended to ItS own
particularinterest, the circulation never could have been overstocked With paper ~oney.
Butevery particular banking company has not always understood or att~nded to ItS own
particularinterest, and the circulation has frequently been overstocked WIthpaper money.

By issuing too great a quantity of paper, of which the excess was contmually
retuming,in order to be exchanged for gold and silver, the Bank of England was for
manyyears together obliged to coin gold to the extent of between eight hundred thousand
poundsand a million a-year; or, at an average, about eight hundred and fifty thousand
pounds.For this great coinage, the bank (inconsequence of the worn and degraded state
inlowhich the gold coin had fallen a few years ago) was frequently obliged to p~rchase
goldbullion at the high price of four pounds an ounce, which it soon after Issued 10 com
at£3: 17:10 1/2 an ounce, losing in this manner between two and a half and three per cent
uponthe coinage of so very large a sum. Though the bank, theref?re, paid no seignorage,
thoughthe government was properly at the expense of this coinage, this Iiberahty of
governmentdid not prevent altogether the expense of the bank. . .

The Scotch banks in consequence of an excess of the same kind, were all obliged to
employconstantly ag:nts at London to collect money for them, at an expense which was
seldombelow one and a half or two per cent. This money was sent down by the waggon,
andinsured by the carriers at an additional expense of three quarters per cent or .fifteen
shillingson the hundred pounds. Those agents were not always able to replemsh the
coffersof their employers so fast as they were emptied. In this case, the resource of the
hankswas, to draw upon their correspondents in London bills of exchange, to the extent
ofthe sum which they wanted. When those correspondents afterwards drew upon them
forthe payment of this sum, together with the interest, and c.ommlsslOn, some of those
banks,from the distress into which their excessive c!fculatlOn had thrown them, had
sometimesno other means of satisfYing this draught, but by drawing a second set of bills,
eitherupon the same, or upon some other correspondents in Land?n; and the same sum,
orrat~er bills for the same sum, would in this manner.make sometimes ~or~ than twot o~
threeJourneys; the debtor bank paying always the mterest and com~lsslon upon h
wholeaccumulated sum Even those Scotch banks which never dlstmgUlshed themselves
by their extreme imprud~nce, were sometimes obliged to employ this ruinous resource.

The gold coin which was paid out, either by the Bank of England or by the Scotch
banks,in exchange for that part of their paper which was over and above what could be
employedin the circulation of the country, being likewise over and above what could be
employedin that circulation was sometimes sent abroad in the shape of com, sometimes
melteddown and sent abro~d in the shape of bullion, and sometimes melted down and
soldto the Bank of England at the high price offour pounds ~n ounce. It was the newest,
theheaviest, and the best pieces only, which were carefully pIcked out of the whole c~l:f
andeither sent abroad or melted down. At home, and while they remamed 10 the shap
coin,those heavy pieces were of no more value than the light; but they were of more
value abroad or when melted down into bullion at home. The Bank of England,
notw'h .' . d h' t' hment that there was

It standing their great annual comage foun , to t elr as 0015 ,
every year the same scarcity of coin as' there had been the year before; and thatd,n . . h' h very year Issue
otWlthstanding the great quantity of good and new com w IC was e
fromthe bank, the state of the coin, instead of growing better and better, became every
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year worse and worse, Every year they found themselves under the necessity 0 f ' ,
nearly the ,same quantity of gold as they had coined the year before; and fi:-=c>mmg
continual nse m the pnce of gold bullion, in consequence of the continual wear?rn the
clipping of the com, the expense of this great annual coinage became every ye IT1j; and
and greater. The Bank of England, it is to be observed, by supplying its own co~ greater
com, IS indirectly obliged to supply the whole kingdom into hi h " =:rs With
ft ' fr those coffers I ' W rc com IS CDI"l.1:-owing om ose coffers in a great variety of ways, Whatever co' th f, ~_T1Ually
wanted to support this excessive circulation both of Scotch and English ere C>r=, was
wh t ' ies thi ' IS paper IrJJ. a ever vacumes t IS excessive circulation occasioned in the necessary co i.r1 oney,
kingdom, the Bank of England was obliged to supply them, The Scotch banks -of the
~aldl al~ of t~em very dearly for their own imprudence and inattention: but th~~ dO~bt,
, ng an par very dearly, not only for its own im rudenc b f an of
Imprudence of almost all the Scotch banks, p e, ut or the much greater

The over-trading of some bold projectors in both parts of the united kin
the ongmal cause of this excessive circulation f gde>rrt, was

Wh
' 0 paper money

at a bank can With propriety d 'not either the whole capital with wh~c;~nce to a merchant or undertaker of an.y kind, is
capital' but that part of it I hi h e trades, or even any considerable part: cfth.t
unemployed and in read rnone w IC he would otherwise be obliged to keep by him
which the bank advances ne y, for answenng occasional demands, If the pap ee.zr Tlloney

ver exceeds this v I itgold and silver which would 'I' a ue, I can never exceed the val. -..ca.= of the
money; it can never exceed thnecessa~l y clr~ulate in the country if there was I1<:'> paper
absorb and employ, e quantity which the circulation of the country ca.r:L easily

When a bank discounts to a rnerchan .upon a real debtor and which t a real bill of exchange, drawn by a real c::reditor

I
' ,assoonasltbeco duev i 'on y advances to him a part of th I ' mes ue, IS really paid by that d= btor; It

him unemployed and in read eva ue which he would otherwise be obliged te> 1<~ep by
of the bill, when it becomes X maner' for answenng occasional demands The payment
together with the interest Th ue,r f;P aces to the bank the value of what it 'had a.d -c> anced,

h
' e co ,ers of the b k C 'sue customers resemble an , so Jar as Its dealings are cC>:r1:fi-

ned
to

, ' a water-pond from h' h -runmng out, yet another is continuall '. .W IC , though a stream is c<:>X1t"Inually
that, without any further care y runrung In, fully equal to that which rlLl1-5O -out; so

II
' or attention th d kequa y full. Little or no ex ' e pon eeps always equally or ",.",cry near

h b
pense can ever be ,~"" fsue a ank. necessary for replenishing the e:::-£:> .....rers 0

A merchant, without over-tradin
money, even when he has no hill dg,may frequently have occasion for a SUIO- <J-£ ready
ad hi I S to iscount Wh bank. besi - bi!lvances im likewise up h .': en a ank besides discountin..c:::::Jr b 1S I S,

f
. ,on sue occasio hsums = daccepts 0 a plece~meal repaYln t ns, suc sums upon his cash acc<=> LI-.rl

t
, an

g
ood en, as the mon' fh', s, upon the easy terms of the b ' ey comes In from the occasional 50 ","-1 eo, IS
entirely from the necessity of k ,ankmg companies of Scotland' it dispe'--'-5O~" hun
ready money for answering oc~epmg ~ny part of his stock by him ~nemployed- and in
upo~ him, he can answer them su~~IO.na demands. When such demands actu~11Y come
dealing with such customers, oughtl~~e~IY ITomhis cash account. The bank, hc>vVe:

ver
, in

of some short period (of four fi ? serve.with great attention, whether in t11~ course
repayments which it commonl~ ve" SIX, or eight months, for example) the s-....:a:co- of the
advances which it commonly m~:::I~es from them, is, or is not, fully e~ual to 1:~:a--"t of the
:~:tSU; ~fthe repayments from certai~ ~huem,If, within the course of such shori: pen~ds,

o t e advances, it may safely conti~~oemers IS, upon most occasions, fully =<:J~ t~~
to deal With such customers, T~<J-...Jg
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streamwhich is in this case continually running out from its coffers may be very large,
thatwhich is continually running into them must be at least equally large, so that, without
anyfurther care or attention, those coffers are likely to be always equally or very near
equally full, and scarce ever to require any extraordinary expense to replenish them, If,
onthe contrary, the sum of the repayments from certain other customers, falls commonly
verymuch short of the advances which it makes to them, it cannot with any safety
continue to deal with such customers, at least if they continue to deal with it in this
manner, The stream which is in this case continually running out from its coffers, is
necessarily much larger than that which is continually running in; so that, unless they are
replenished by some great and continual effort of expense, those coffers must soon be

exhausted altogether.
The banking companies of Scotland, accordingly, were for a long time very careful

to require frequent and regular repayments from all their customers, and did not care to
dealwith any person, whatever might be his fortune or credit, who did not make, what
theycalled, frequent and regular operations with them, By this attention, besides saving
almost entirely the extraordinary expense of replenishing their coffers, they gained two
othervery considerable advantages,

First, by this attention they were enabled to make some tolerable judgment
concerning the thriving or declining circumstances of their debtors, without being obliged
to look out for any other evidence besides what their own books afforded them; men
being, for the most part, either regular or irregular in their repayments, according as their
circumstances are either thriving or declining. A private man who lends out his money to
perhaps half a dozen or a dozen of debtors, may, either by himself or his agents, observe
and inquire both constantly and carefully into the conduct and situation of each of them,
But a banking company, which lends money to perhaps five hundred different people,
andof which the attention is continually occupied by objects of a very different kind, can
hav.eno regular information concerning the conduct and circumstances of the greater part
of ItS debtors, beyond what its own books afford it. In requiring frequent and regular
repayments from all their customers, the banking companies of Scotland had probably

this advantage in view.
Secondly, by this attention they secured themselves from the possibility of issuing

more paper money than what the circulation of the country could easily absorb and
employ, When they observed, that within moderate periods of time, the repayments of a
particular customer were, upon most occasions, fully equal to the advances which they
had made to him, they might be assured that the paper money which they had advanced
to him had not, at any time, exceeded the quantity of gold and silver which he would
otherwise have been obliged to keep by him for answering occasional demands; and that,
consequently, the paper money, which they had circulated by his means, had not at any
time exceeded the quantity of gold and silver which would have circulated in the country,
had there been no paper money, The frequency, regularity, and amount of his
repayments, would sufficiently demonstrate that the amount of their advances had at no
time exceeded that part of his capital which he would otherwise have been obliged to
keep by him unemployed, and in ready money, for answering occasional demands; that
IS,f~r the purpose of keeping the rest of his capital in constant employment. It ISthiS part
of hiS capital only which within moderate periods of time, is continually returnmg to
:~~ry dealer in the shape'of money, whether paper or coin, and continually going from

, In the same shape, If the advances of the bank had commonly exceeded thiS part of
hiScapital, the ordinary amount of his repayments eQuId not, within moderate periods of
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time, have equalled the ordinary amount of its advances. The stream which, by IXl.
hi d I' . II ., h a: f eans of15 ea mgs, was contmua y running into t e corrers 0 the bank, could not ha V- b
equal to the stream which, by means of the same dealings was continually runr:>.i;;" een
The advances of the bank paper, by exceeding the quantity of gold and silver whic:' ~u~
there been no such advances, he would have been obliged to keep by him for 3r:ls ' a

. I d d . h ""eringoccasiona eman s, mig t soon come to exceed the whole quantity of gold a.ncl '1.' sIver
which ( the commerce bemg supposed the same) would have circulated in the ~-C>'lIntry,
had there been no paper money; and, consequently, to exceed the quantity vvh.ich the
circulation of the country could easily absorb and employ; and the excess of th.i

Id
' di I h s paper

money wou unme late y ave returned upon the bank in order to be exchecs-a d '
d

. , . ) o....a...I- .. ge lor
gol and Silver. This second advantage, though equally real, was not, perhaps , sc> well
understood by all the different banking companies in Scotland as the first.

When, partly by the conveniency of discounting bills, and partly by that =:f cash
acco~nts, the credltabl~ traders of any country can be dispensed from the necessity of
keepmg any part of their stock by them unemployed, and in ready money, for all.svvering
occasional demands, they can reasonably expect no farther assistance from h.aI1ks and
bankers, who, when they have gone thus far, cannot, consistently with their owxa iuterest
and safety, go farther. A bank cannot, consistently with its own interest advaI1ce to a
trader the whole, or even the greater part of the circulating capital with which he trades;
because, though that capital IS continually retuming to him in the shape of mco ra.eey and
go~ng from him mthe same shape, yet the whole of the retums is too distant fro~ the
w ole of the outgoings, and the sum of his repayments could not equal the sLI.IX1 of his
~dvances within such moderate pen ods of time as suit the conveniency of a bartl<:, Still
esstcoluldhahbank afford to advance him any considerable part of his fixed capita,1 - of the
capi a w IC the undert k f . s: '
d I

· a er 0 an iron rorge, for example employs in erecting his forge
an sme tmg-houses hi k h ' ,

k
' IS wor - ouses, and warehouses the dwelling-houses of hIS

wor men etc' of the it I hi h' ,
I ft

.'" , cap I a w IC the undertaker of a mine employs in si.r>.king hIS
s ia s, tn erectmg engines f d .etc.; of the capital which the r rawmg out the water, in. making roads and wagg<:>::£1-w~ys,
draini . I . . person who undertakes to improve land employs ira c:learrng,

nmg, me osmg manunng a d I h' ildifarmhouses with '11th ' ' n p oug mg waste and uncultivated fields; ir1 bUI mg
the fixed ca'pital a~ in :\r necessary appendages of stables, granaries, etc. The return~ of
and such expenses' mo~t all cases, much slower than those of the circulating capital:
seldom return to tileevuennd~ ~n lai'~l out with th~ greatest prudence and judgtT1 eT'J.- t, very
distant to suit the ~ a er tl after a penod of many years a period bY 'far too

convemency of a ba k T d ' d btwith great propriety ca n .. ra ers and other undertakers may ~ r--C> OU

money. In justice to' th;;7c~~~ vei', conSiderable part of their projects with bc>rrow~d
sufficient to insure if I m I ors, owe~er, theIr own capital ought in this case to e
im~robable that those cr:~i::~s s~h~~~dc~Pltalof those creditors; or to render it e.,.ctre~le~~
project should fall very much h f mcur any loss, even though the success _0 t.
precaution, too the money wh' s h~rtbO the expectatIOn of the projectors. Evert- ~ .Jth th,l~
till after a peri~d of seve I lC IS orrowed, and which it is meant should not be repal
borrowed upon bond or :~ rtyears, oufght not to be borrowed of a bank but ou.g}1.t to be
. t f' 0 gage, 0 such priv t I '. .......on themerest 0 their money witho t t k' a e peop e as propose to live LJ.r- d
who are, upon that acc~unt u'1I"a Illg the trouble themselves to employ the c~-p ital, .an
are likely to keep il for seve'rwlI 109 to lend that capital to such people of good credit as

a years. A bank 'd d' . - }1.out the
ex~ense of stamped paper, or of att r I' III ee ,whIch lends Its money w-:J- t: d
which accepts of repayment upon thO neys fees for drawing bonds and mortg;""ges'l and

e easy terms of th b k' =' cot an ,e an mg companies of ~
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would,no doubt, be a very convenient creditor to such traders and undertakers, But such

d nd undertakers would surely be most inconvenient debtors to such a bank.
traersa" . . b hIt is now more than five and twenty years smce the paper money Issued Y t e
different banking companies of Scotland was fully equal, or rather was somewhat more
thanful1y equal, to what the circulation of the country could easily absorb and employ.
Those companies, therefore, had so long ago given al1 the assistance to the traders and
olherundertakers of Scotland which it is possible for banks and bankers, consistently
with their own interest, to give. They had even done somewhat more. They had. over-
traded a little, and had brought upon themselves that loss, or at least that diminution of
profit,which, in this particular business, never fails to attend the smallest degree of over-
trading. Those traders and other undertakers, having got so much assistance from banks
andbankers wished to get still more. The banks, they seem to have thought, could extend
!heir credits to whatever sum might be wanted, without incurring any other, expense
besides that of a few reams of paper. They complained of the contracted views and
dastardly spirit of the directors of those banks, which did not, they said, extend their
credits in proportion to the extension of the trade of the country; rneanmg, no doubt, by
the extension of that trade, the extension of their own projects beyond what they could
carry on either with their own capital, or with what they had credit to borrow of pnvate
people in the usual way of bond or mortgage. The banks, they seem to have thought, were
inhonour bound to supply the deficiency, and to provide them with all the capital which
ihey wanted to trade with. The banks, however, were of a different optrucn; and upon
their refusing to extend their credits, some of those traders had recourse to an expedient
which, for a time, served their purpose, though at a much greater .expense: yet as
effectually as the utmost extension of bank credits could have done. This expedient was
no other than the well known shift of drawing and redrawmg; the shift to. which
unfortunate traders have sometimes recourse, when they are upon the bnnk ~f
bankruptcy. The practice of raising money in this manner had been long known In

England; and, during the course of the late war, when the high profits of trade afforded a
great temptation to over-trading, is said to have been carried on to a very great ~xt~nt.
From England it was brought into Scotland, where, in proportion to the very limited
commerce, and to the very moderate capital of the country, it was soon carned on to a
much greater extent than it ever had been in England. .

The practice of drawing and redrawing is so well known to all men of bus mess, that
itmay, perhaps, be thought unnecessary to give any account of it. But as thiS book maYf
come into the hands of many people who are not men of bus mess, and as the effects 0

this practice upon the banking trade are not, perhaps, generally understood, even by men
ofbusiness themselves I shall endeavour to explain it as distinctly as I can.

The customs of ~erchants which were established when the barbarous laws of
E
. '. d h'ch during the course
urope dId not enforce the performance of theIr contracts, an WI, ,
of the two last centuries have been adopted into the laws of all European natIOns, have
given such extraordinary' privileges to bills of exchange, that money IS more readily
d

. bl'" ' lIy when they are
a vanced upon them than upon any other species of 0 IgatlOn, especJa
made payable within so short a period as two or three months after their date. If, when the
bill becomes due, the acceptor does not pay it as soon as it is presented, he becomes ~ro~ll
that moment a bankrupt. The bill is protested, and returns upon the drawer, who, ~:so~
does not Immediately pay it becomes likeWise a bankrupt. If, before It came to the p
who presents it to the acce~tor for payment, it had passed through the hands of several
other persons, who had successively advanced to one another the contents of It, either In

II
I

I

----"*'----------
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money or goods, and who, to express that each of them had in his tum received h
contents, had all of them in their order indorsed, that is, written their names up t the
back of the bill; each endorser becomes in his tum liable to the owner of the bill fa G~ht e
contents, and, if he fails to pay, he becomes too, from that moment, a bankrupt- no~s~
the drawer, acceptor, and endorsers of the bill, should all of them be persons of" clo b ~ I
credit; yet, still the shortness of the date gives some security to the owner of 1:h u ~.~
Though all of them may be very likely to become bankrupts, it is a chance if the 'II'
b

. h . Th h . ey aecome so In so S ort a time. e ouse IS crazy, says a weary traveller to hill:.""1self d
will not stand very long; but it is a chance if it falls to-night, and Iwill venture, 1:he "oan

I
.. . h Te,· re,

to seep In It to-rug t.
The trader A in Edinburgh, we shall suppose, draws a bill upon B in. Lendon

payable two months after dat~. In reality B in London owes nothing to A in Eclin.burgh:
but he agrees to accept of A s bill, upon condition, that before the term of payIrl.ent he
shall redraw upon A m Edmburgh for the same sum, together with the intere s1: and a
comml~slOn, another bill, payable likewise two months after date. B accordingly, before
the expiration of the first two months, redraws this bill upon A in Edinburgh; \Vho, again
before the expiration of the second two months, draws a second bill upon B in London
payable likewise two months after date; and before the expiration of the t:lc1iId two
months, B 10 London redraws upon A in Edinburgh another bill payable also t\Vo :months
after date. This practice has sometimes gone on, not on Iy for several montb.ss ; 'but for
several years together, the bill always returning upon A in Edinburgh vvith the
accumulated mterest and commission of all the former bills. The interest waes. five per
cent In the ~ear, an~ t~e commission was never less than one half per cent c::>n each
draught. Th~s commission being repeated more than six times in the year """ l1atever
money A might ras b thi d' . 'han ei ley ISexpe lent might necessarily have cost him sometl:1ir1g more
than eight,p~r cent in the year and sometimes a great deal more when either the price of
t e commiSSion happened to . h h . '
th

. nse, or w en e was obliged to pay compound interest upon
e Interest and commis . f C • •. I' sion 0 rorrner bills. This practice was called raising IY1~ney by

circu anon.
. In

t
a country where the ordinary profits of stock in the greater part of IY1eTcantile

projec s are supposed t b . 'fortunat~ speculation of:~~n etween SIX and ten per cent it must have beeI1 a very
hi h th ' ich the retums could not only repay the enormous e:>< pense at

;ro'~t to~h~~~~je~ast~s borrowed for carrying it on, but afford, besides, a go~d surplus
'or se I or., any vast and extensive projects however were underta1<-en, and
l' vera years carned a . h "raised at th',sen n, Wit out any other fund to support them besides v-rl:l

at
was

ormous expense The . t themost distinct vision ofth' . proJecDrs,~o doubt, had in their golden dreams
of their projects, or whe~St;;ea:profi\. Upon their awakening, however, either a£ the end
believe had the good 'ortu Yt fiere

d
no longer able to carry them on, they very seldom, I

, "ne a In 1\.[21]

[21] The method described in the text b' r the
most expensive one i h' h ~as y no means eIther the most com ........C":Tl 0 b
circulation. It frequentl; h: I~ne~ o~e ad:entu~ers sometimes raised ~O~:dO~
to pay the first bill of exc::n e b t at A In Edmburgh would enable B.~ due a
second bill at three months d tg, y ~rawmg, a rew days before It beca~e ble
to his own order, A sold in ~~i~~~~~ e same B m Lond?n. This bill, beiOgc ~~y~iIlS
upon London, payable at sight t th g at par, and With ItScontents purc~aSh ost
Towards the end of the late wa 0 the order of B, to whom he sent them by' ~ e pw..;

r) e exchange between Edinburgh and L£70 on
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frequently three per cent against Edinburgh, and those bills at sight must frequently
have cost A that premium. ThIS transaction, therefore, being repeated at least four
times in the year, and being loaded with a commission of at least one half pe~ cent
upon each repetition, must at that period have cost A, at least, fourteen per cent m the
year. At other times A would enable to discharge the first bill of exchange, by
drawing, a few days before it became due, a second bill at two ~onths date, not upon
B, but upon some third person, C, for example, In London. This other bill was made
payable to the order of B, who, upon its being accepted by C, discounted u WI~
some banker in London; and A enabled C to discharge It, by drawmg, a few days
before it became due, a third bill likewise at two months date, sometimes upon his
first correspondent B, and sometimes upon some fourth or fifth person, 0 or E, for
example. This third bill was made payable to the order of C, who, as soon as It was
accepted, discounted it in the same manner with some banker. in London. ~uch
operations being repeated at least six times in the year, and being lo~ded With a
commission of at least one half per cent upon each repetition, together with the legal
interest of five per cent this method of raising money, in the same manner as that
described in the text must have cost A something more than eight per cent. By
saving, however, th~ exchange between Edinburgh and London, it. was ~ess
expensive than that mentioned in the foregoing part of this note; but then It required
an established credit with more houses than one in London, an advantage which
many of these adventurers could not always find it easy to procure.

The bills which A in Edinburgh drew upon B in London, he regularly discounted two
monthsbefore they were due, with some bank or banker in Edinburgh; and the bills
whichB in London redrew upon A in Edinburgh, he as regularly discounted, either WIth
theBank of England, or with some other banker in London. Whatever was advanced
uponsuch circulating bills was in Edinburgh advanced in the paper of the Scotch banks;
and in London, when they were discounted at the Bank of England 10 the paper of th~t
bank.Though the bills upon which this paper had been advanced were all of them repaid
intheir turn as soon as they became due, yet the value which had been really advanced
uponthe first bill was never really returned to the banks which advanced It; because,
before each bill became due another bill was always drawn to somewhat a greater
amountthan the bill which was soon to be paid: and the discounting of this other bill was
essentially necessary towards the payment of that which was soon to be due. ThIS
payment, therefore, was altogether fictitious. The stream which, by means of those
CIrculatingbills of exchange, had once been made to run out from the coffers of the
banks,was never replaced by any stream which really ran into them.

The paper which was issued upon those circulating bills of exchange amounted, upon
many occasions, to the whole fund destined for carrying on some vast and extenslV~
project of agriculture commerce or manufactures; and not merely to that part of It
which,had there been'no paper m~ney the projector would have been obliged to keep by
hi '. . I demands The greater
m unemployed and in ready money for answenng occaslOna . .

part of this pap;r was consequently ~ver and above the value of the gold and Silver
whichwould have circ~lated in the c~untry, had there been no paper money. It was ~ver
andabove, therefore what the circulation of the country could eaSily absorb and emp oy,
andupon that accou~t, immediately returned upon the banks, in order to be exchanged for
gold and silver, which they were to find as they could. It was a capItal ,,:hlch those
Projectors had very artfully contrived to draw from those banks, not only Without theIr
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knowledge or deliberate consent, but for some time, perhaps, without their havi"llg the
most distant suspicion that they had really advanced It.

When two people, who are continually drawing and redrawing upon one an th
discount their bills always with the same banker, he must immediately discover ""ha~ th~'
are about, and see clearly that they are trading, not with any capital of their owri , but wit:
the capital which he advances to them. But this discovery is not altogether so easy when
they discount their bills sometimes with one banker, and sometimes With anoth er, and
when the two same persons do not constantly draw and redraw upon one af10ther but
occasionally run the round of a great circle of projectors, who find it for their irLter;st to
assist one another in this method of raising money and to render it, upon that account as
difficult as possible to distinguish between a real and a fictitious bill of excha~ge,
between a bill drawn by a real creditor upon a real debtor, and a bill for which, there was
properly no real creditor but the bank which discounted it, nor any real debtor but the
projector who made use of the money. When a banker had even made this discovery, he
might sometimes make it too late, and might find that he had already discounted the bills
ofthose projectors to so great an extent, that, by refusing to discount any more, he would
necessarily make them all bankrupts; and thus by ruining them, might perhaps ruin
himself. For his own interest and safety, therefore, he might find it necessary, i:n. tllis very
perilous situation, to go on for some time, endeavouring, however, to withdraw- gradually,
and, upon that account, making every day greater and greater difficu1ties about
discounting, In order to force these projectors by degrees to have recourse, either to other
bankers, or to other methods of raising money: so as that he himself might, as soon as
possible, get out of the circle. The difficulties, accordingly, which the Bank c> f England,
which the principal bankers in London, and which even the more prudent Scc>tch banks
began, after a certain time, and when all of them had already gone too far, to O1al<e about
discounting, not only alarmed, but enraged, in the highest degree those projec::tc>TS. Their
?wn dl~tress,of~hich this prudent and necessary reserve of the banks was, ne> doubt, the
Immediate occasion, they called the distress of the country: and this distresS of the
country, they sai~lwa~altoget.her owing to the ignorance, pusiilanimity, and bad c~nduct
of the banks, which did not give a sufficiently liberal aid to the spirited undertakings of
those who exerted themselves in order to beautify improve and enrich the c::c>untry. It
ane the duty of the banks, they seemed to think, to lend for a; long a time, afld to as great

extent, as they might WISh to borrow. The banks however by refusing in 1:t,d s manner
to give more credit to those t h h " h tookth I . 0 w om t ey had already given a great deal too OO1uC ,
e on y method by which it was now nossi d·t or thepublic c dit f h was now possible to save either their own cre I ,

re lot e country.

the :~~~~s~i~~~s:t~~s clamour and distress, a new bank was established in Sc::c>tland, ~o~
the execution was imp red,evlng ~e distress of the country. The design was ger:'erous; t ~o
relieve, were not perh~p ent, ~~ the nature and causes of the distress whic}:-11 1: meanther
had ever been, b~th in g s, t~e understood. This bank was more liberal thaV any ~ith
regard to Ihe latter it ~n 109 cashh-accounts,and 10 discounting bills of excba.Jlge·1 and
. I' ' eems to ave made s distincti b eO rea

ClfCU atmg bills but to ha d· carce any isuncnon etwe I f this
bank to advan~e upon ave iscounted all equally. It was the avowed priaciP e a be

I. ny reasonable sec ity th h . ...... ""as 10
emp oyed In those improvements ofwhi unry, e w ole capital WhlC..L J.- # stant, such
as the Improvements of la d T ch the returns are the most slow and d 1 b theh. n. a promat h . - d to e
clef, of the public~spirited pur oses f e SU~ I~provements was even sg.~ - berality in
granting cash-accounts and in % or which It was instituted. By its l' d great

) IScountmgbills of exchange, it, no doubt"" j ssue
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quantities of its bank notes. But those bank notes being, the greater part of them, over and
abovewhat the circulation of the country could easily absorb and employ, returned upon
it in order to be exchanged for gold and silver, as fast as they were issued. Its coffers
were never well filled. The capital which had been subscribed to this bank, at two
different subscriptions, amounted to one hundred and sixty thousand pounds, of which
eighty per cent only was paid up. This sum ought to have been paid in at several different
instalments. A great part of the proprietors, when they paid in their first instalment,
opened a cash-account with the bank; and the directors, thinking themselves obliged to
treat their own proprietors with the same liberality with which they treated all other men,
allowed many of them to borrow upon this cash-account what they paid in upon all their
subsequent instalments. Such payments, therefore, only put into one coffer what had the
moment before been taken out of another. But had the coffers of this bank been filled
ever so well, its excessive circulation must have emptied them faster than they could have
been replenished by any other expedient but the ruinous one of drawing upon London;
and when the bill became due, paying it, together with interest and commission, by
another draught upon the same place. Its coffers having been filled so very ill, it is said to
have been driven to this resource within a very few months after it began to do business.
The estates of the proprietors of this bank were worth several millions, and, by their
subscription to the original bond or contract of the bank, were really pledged for
answering all its engagements. By means of the great credit which so great a pledge
necessarily gave it, it was, notwithstanding its too liberal conduct, enabled to carry on
business for more than two years. When it was obliged to stop, it had in the circulation
about two hundred thousand pounds in bank notes. In order to support the circulation of
those notes, which were continually returning upon it as fast as they were issued, it had
been constantly in the practice of drawing bills of exchange upon London, of which the
numberand value were continually increasing, and, when it stopped, amounted to
upwards of six hundred thousand pounds. This bank, therefore, had, in little more than
the course of two years, advanced to different people upwards of eight hundred thousand
pounds at five per cent. Upon the two hundred thousand pounds which it circulated in
bank notes, this five per cent might perhaps be considered as a clear gain, without any
other deduction besides the expense of management. But upon upwards of six hundred
thousand pounds, for which it was continually drawing bills of exchange upon London, it
was paying, in the way of interest and commission, upwards of eight per cent and w.as
consequently losing more than three per cent upon more than three fourths of all ItS
dealings.

The operations of this bank seem to have produced effects quite opposite to those
which were intended by the particular persons who planned and directed it. They seem to
have intended to support the spirited undertakings, for as such they considered them,
which were at that time carrying on in different parts of the country; and, at the same
nme, by drawing the whole banking business to themselves, to supplant all the other
Scotch banks, particularly those established at Edinburgh, whose backwardness 10
~1Scounting bills of exchange had given some offence. This bank, no doubt, gave some
temporary relief to those projectors, and enabled them to carry on their projects for about
wo years longer than they could otherwise have done. But It thereby only enabled them
~oget so much deeper into debt; so that, when rui~ came, it fell so much the heavier both
rpon them and upon their creditors. The operallons of this bank, therefore,.mstead of
ehevlng, in reality aggravated in the long-run the distress which those projectors had
brought both upon themselves and upon their country. It would have been much better for
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themselves, their creditors, and their country, had the greater part of them been obliged to
stop two years sooner than they actually did, The temporary relief, however, which this
bank afforded to those projectors, proved a real and permanent relief to the other Scotch
banks, All the dealers in circulating bills of exchange, which those other banks had
become so backward in discounting, had recourse to this new bank, where they were
received with open arms, Those other banks, therefore, were enabled to get very easily
out of that fatal circle, from which they could not otherwise have disengaged themselves
without incurring a considerable loss, and perhaps, too, even some degree of discredit.

In the long-run, therefore, the operations of this bank increased the real distress of
the country, which it meant to relieve; and effectually relieved, from a very great distress,
those rivals whom it meant to supplant.

At the first setting out of this bank, it was the opinion of some people, that how fast
soever its coffers might be emptied, it might easily replenish them, by raising money
upon the securities of those to whom it had advanced its paper. Experience, I believe,
soon convinced them that this method of raising money was by much too slow to answer
their purpose; and that coffers which originally were so ill filled, and which emptied
themselves so very fast, could be replenished by no other expedient but the ruinous one
of drawing bills upon London, and when they became due, paying them by other draughts
on the same place, with accumulated interest and commission, But though they had been
able by this method to raise money as fast as they wanted it, yet, instead of making a
profit, they must have suffered a loss of every such operation; so that in the long-run they
must have ruined themselves as a mercantile company, though perhaps not so soon as by
the more expensive practice of drawing and redrawing. They could still have made
nothing by the interest of the paper, which, being over and above what the circulation of
the country could absorb and employ, retumed upon them in order to be exchanged for
gold and silver, as fast as they issued it; and for the payment of which they were
themselves continually obliged to borrow money, On the contrary, the whole expense of
this borrowing, of employing agents to look out for people who had money to lend, of
negotiating with those people, and of drawing the proper bond or assignment, must have
fallen upon them, and have been so much clear loss upon the balance of their accounts.
The project of replenishing their coffers in this manner may be compared to that of a man
who had a water-pond from which a stream was continually running out, and into which
no stream was continually running, but who proposed to keep it always equally full, by
employing a number of people to go continually with buckets to a well at some miles
distance, 10 order to bring water to replenish it.

But though this operation had proved not only practicable, but profitable to the bank,
as a mercantile company; yet the country could have derived no benefit front it, but, on
the contral:Y, must have suffered a very considerable loss by it. This operation could not
augment, 111 the smallest degree, the quantity of money to be lent. It could only have
erected this bank into a sort of general loan office for the whole country, Those who
wanted to borrow must have applied to this bank, instead of applying to the private
persons who had lent It theJr money, But a bank which lends money, perhaps to five
hundred different people, the greater part of whom its directors can know very little
about, IS not likely to be more judicious in the choice of its debtors than a private person
who lends out his money among a few people whom he knows and in whose sober and
frugal conduct he thinks he has good reason to confide, The deb;ors of such a bank as that
;hose c?ndu.ct I hav~ been giving some account of were likely, the greater part of them,
a be chImerical proJectors, the drawers and re-drawers of circulating bills of exchange,
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10 the money in extravagant undertakings, which, with all the assistance
whowould empi Y h th ould probably never be able to complete, and which, If
hid be gIven t em, ey w , h h d II costt at cou I ed would never repay the expense which t ey a rea y "
they should be comp t d' a able of maintainino a quantity of labour equal to that which
would never afford a un tl p Th sober and frugal debtors of private persons, on the
had been employed about :,~e7' t :mplOY the money borrowed in sober undertakings
contrary, would bemore ley 0 itals and which though they might have less of the
which were proportioned to thel~ ~:~~ m~re of the s~lid and the profitable; which would
grand and the marvellous, wou h d b laid out upon them and which would thus
repay with a large profi~ whatever a e~~h greater quantity of labour than that which
afford a fund capable 0 ma1l1ta1l1m~~e msuccess of this operation, therefore, without
had been employed about them, e ca ital of the country, would only have transferred a
increas1l1g1I1the smalle~t degr~e th fltahle to imprudent and unprofitable undertak1l1gs,
great part of It from pru ent an P~ol ' h d for want of money to employ it, was the

That the industry of Scotian angU1~le hi bank of a particular kind, which he
opinion of the famous Mr., Law. By esta IS I~; a ount of the whole value of all the
seems to have imagined might ISsue paper to he am t of money The parliament of

, h oposed to remedy t IS wan ' ,lands m the country, e pr "d'd t think proper to adopt It. It was
Scotland, when he first proposed hl~ proJect;he

l
D~:e of Orleans, at that time regent of

afterwards adopted, with son~e.:anatlOns, ~~ in a er money to almost any extent was
France, The idea of the possibility of multip y g P P , cheme the most extravagant
the real foundation of what is c~lIed the ~1S:~~~P~lth~ world ever saw, The different
project, both ofbankmg and stock-J~bbmg, th~1 P ~ Iy and with so much order and
operations of this scheme are explamed so fu y, so c ea~ tl'e Political Reflections upon
. . b M D V ney in his Examlllatlon 0 Tldistinctness, y 1', U erney, t I shall not give any account of them, ie
commerce and finances of Mr. Du Tot, tha I' db Mr Law himself, in a dIScourse
principles upon which it was founded are ex Pha~e / tla~d when he first proposed his
conceming money and trade, which he pubhS

I
e m rfc rth in that and some other works

, h I did b t " ary ideas whic 1are se ,0 I dproject. T e sp en I u vrsionary » ke an i ession upon many peop e, an
upon the same principles, still contmue to ma e an r::nking, which has of late been
have perhaps, in part, contributed to that excess 0

, d i h lacescomplained of, both in Scotland an m ot er p a k of circulation in Europe, It was
The Bank of England IS the greatest b n I rter under the great seal, dated

incorporated, in pursuance of an ~ct of parliament, bYv~r~~ent the sum of £ 1,200,000 for
the 27th of July 1694, It at that time advanced to go t th rate of eight pel' cent and

, 0 s: £ 96 000 a-year mterest a ean annuity of £ I00,00 ,or lor, 'he credit of the new govern.ment,
£4,000 year for the expense of management. T t have been very low, when It was
established by the Revolution, we may beheve, muS
obliged to borrow at so high an interest. , I t ck by an engraftment of

In 1697, the bank was allowed to enlarge its capltat ~ ~t ;his time to £2,20 1,171:
£ 1,001 171'IOs Its whole capital stock, therefore, amoun ef blic credit In 1696, tallies
10 " " " h b n for the support 0 pu 'S, ThIS engraftment IS Said to ave ee 't a d bank notes at twenty per
h d fi d' ty pel' cent dlScoun, n "ha been at forty, and ,fty, an SIX, , h' h was going on at thIS liine, t e
cent. [22] During the great re-coinage of the sdver, w IC f 'ts notes which necessarily
b d' t' the payment 0 I ,ank had thought proper to IScon mue
occasioned their discredit.

[22] James Postlethwaite's HistolY of the Public Revenue, p,30 1.
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In pursuance of the 7th Anne, c. 7, the bank advanced and paid into the exchequ

the sum of £400,000; making in all the sum of £ I ,600,000, which it had advanced uP:~
Its ongmal annuity of £96,000 interest, and £4,000 for expense of management. In 1708
therefore, th~credit of g?vemment was as good as that of private persons, since it could
borrow at SIX per cent interest, the common legal and market rate of those times. In
pursuance of the same act, the bank cancelled exchequer bi lis to the amount of £
1,775,027: 17s: IO'I,d. ~t six per cent interest, and was at the same time allowed to take in
subscriptions for doubling Its capital. In 1703, therefore, the capital of the bank amounted
to £4,402,343; and It had advanced to government the sum of £3,375,027: 17:10V,d.

By a call of fifteen per cent in 1709, there was paid in, and made stock, £
656,204:1:9d.; and by another often per cent in 1710, £501,448:12:lld.ln consequence
of those two calls, therefore, the bank capital amounted to £ 5,559,995:14:8d.

In purs~ance of the 3rd George 1. c.8, the bank delivered up two millions of
exchequer Bills to be cancelled. It had at this time, therefore, advanced to government
£5,375,027: 17 10d. In pursuance of the 8th George I. c.21, the bank purchased of the
South-sea company, stock to the amount of £4,000,000: and in 1722, in consequence of
the subscriptions which It had taken in for enabling it to make this purchase, its capital
stock was mcreased by £ 3,400,000. At this time, therefore, the bank had advanced to the
public £ 9,375,027 Ih 10V,d.; and its capital stock amounted only to £ 8,959,995:14:8d.
It was ~pon this o~caslon that the sum which the bank had advanced to the public, and for
w~lch It. r~celved interest, ~egan first to exceed its capital stock, or the sum for which it
~ald a dividend to the propnetors of bank stock; or, in other words, that the bank began to
av~ ~n undlv~dedcapital, over and above its divided one. It has continued to have an

undivided capital of the same kind ever since. In 1746, the bank had upon different
occasions, advanced to the publi £ II 686 800 . .. 'diff t II . . IC , , , and ItSdivided capital had been raised by
I reren ca sand subscriptions t £ 10 780 000ti dO, , . The state of those two sums has

~o~e~~u~oto be the same ever since. In pursuance of the 4th of George 111. c.25, the bank
r; ~a~~o government for the renewal of its charter £ I 10 000 without interest or
-paTyhmen

d
.. id IS sum, therefore did not increase either of those t~o o~her sums

e IVIend of the bank has . d di ....interest which it h diff vane accor mg to the vanations In the rate of the

P
ublic III as, at .1 erent times, received for the money it had advanced to the

, as we as according to oth . .been reduced from ei ht to er circumstances. This rate of interest has gradually
been at five and a h Ifg three per cent. For some years past, the bank dividend has

a per cent.
The stability of the bank of En I d ithat it has advanced to th bli g an ISequal to that of the British government. All

other banking compan e ~u ;c ~ust be lost before its creditors can sustain any loss. No
of more than six memYbIn Intgan can be established by act of parliament, or can consist

ers. acts not only as a di b . fstate. It receives and pa th' n or mary ank, but as a great engine 0
of the public. it circulate e ghreaterpart of the annuities which are due 10 the creditors

, es exc equer bills: and·t damount of the land and malt t h" I a vances to government the annual
thereafter. In these differe taxes,. w Ich are frequently not paid up till some years
obliged it, without any fa~1t o~e~atl~ns, ItS duty to the public may sometimes have
money. It likewise discounts 0 Ihts Irec~ors, to overstock the circulation with paper

merc ants' bills a d h . .supported the credit of the pr" . I h ' n as, upon several different occasIOns,
Holland. Upon one occasion :~c;~~3 ouses, nol only of England, but of Hamburgh and
week, about £1600000 a g' t ' It ISsaid to have advanced for this purpose in one

, , , rea part of It m b 11" I d 'u IOn. 0 not, however, pretend to warrant
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nher the greatness of the sum, or the shortness of the time. Upon other occasions, this
~reat company has been reduced to the necessity of paying in sixpences

It is not by augmenting the capital of the country, but by rendermg a great~r part of
that capital active and productive than would otherwise be so, that the most JUdiCIOUS
operations of banking can increase the industry of the co~ntry. That part of hIS cap~tal
which a dealer is obliged to keep by him unemployed and m ready money, for answering
occasional demands, is so much dead stock, which, so long as it remains in this situati?n,
produces nothing, either to him or to his country. The judicious operations of banking
enable him to convert this dead stock into active and productive stock; into matenals to
work upon; into tools to work with; and into provisions and subsistence to work for;.into
stock which produces something both to himself and to his country. The gold and Silver
money which circulates in any country, and by means of which, the produce of ItS land
and labour is annually circulated and distributed to the proper consumers, IS,m the same
manner as the ready money of the dealer, all dead stock. It is a very valuable part. of the
capital of the country, which produces nothing to the country. The JUdICIOUSoperations of
banking, by substituting paper in the room of a great part of this gold and silver, enable
the country to convert a great part of this dead stock into active and productive stock; into
stock which produces something to the country. The gold and silver money which
circulates in any country may very properly be compared to a highway, which, while It
circulates and carries to market all the grass and corn of the country, produces Itself not a
single pile of either. The judicious operations of banking, by pr?viding, if I may be
allowed so violent a metaphor, a sort of waggon-way through the air, enable the country
to convert, as it were, a great part of its highways into good past~res,and corn fields, and
thereby to increase, very considerably, the annual. produce of ItS land and labour. The
commerce and industry of the country, however, it must be acknowledged, though they
may be somewhat augmented, cannot be altogether so secure, when they are thus, as It
were, suspended upon the Dredalian wings of paper money, as when they travel about
upon the solid ground of gold and silver. Over and above the aCCIdentsto which they are
exposed from the unskilfulness of the conductors of this paper money, they are liable to
several others, from which no prudence or skill of those conductors can guard them. .

An unsuccessful war, for example, in which the enemy got posseSSion of the capital,
and consequently of that treasure which supported the credit of the paper money, would
occasion a much greater confusion in a country where the whole CirculatIOnwas ca:r

led

on by paper, than in one where the greater part of it was carried on by gold and Silver.
The usual instrument of commerce having lost its value, no exchanges could be made but
either by barter or upon credit. All taxes having been usually paid inpaper money: the
prince would not have wherewithal either to pay his troops, or to furnish hIS magazmes,
and the state of the country would be much more irretrie~able than if the greater part of
its circulation had consisted in gold and silver. A prtnce, anxIOUSto mamtam his
dominions at all times in the state in which he can most easily defend them, ought upon. . I· I· . f oney which
thIS account to guard not only against that excessive mu tiP IcatlOn0 paper m. .
ruins the very banks which issue it, but even against that multlphcatlOn of It which
enables them to fill the greater part of the circulation of the country With It. .. . ·d d d·vided into two dIfferent

The circulatIOn of every country may be conSI ere as I. .
branches. the circulation of the dealers with one another, and the cIrculatIOn between the
dealers ;nd the consumers. Though the same pieces of money, whether paper or metal,.. .. th th r· yet as
may be employed sometimes in the one circulatIOn and sometimes In e 0 e,
both are constantly going on at the same time, each requires a certain stock of money, of
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one kind or another, to carry it on. The value of the goods circulated between the
different dealers never can exceed the value of those circulated between the dealers and
the consumers; whatever IS bought by the dealers being ultimately destined to be sold to
the :onsumers. The circulation between the dealers, as it is carried on by wholesale,
requires generally a pretty large sum for every particular transaction. That between the
dealers and th~ consumers, on the contrary, as it is generally carried on by retail)
frequently requires but very small ones, a shilling, or even a halfpenny, being often
sufficient. But small sums circulate much faster than large ones. A shilling changes
masters more frequently than a guinea, and a halfpenny more frequently than a shilling.
Though the annual purchases of all the consumers, therefore, are at least equal in value to
those of all the dealers, they can generally be transacted with a much smaller quantity of
money, the same pieces, by a more rapid circulation, serving as the instrument of many
more purchases of the one kind than of the other.
. Paper money may be so regulated as either to confine itself very much to the

circulation between the different dealers, or to extend itself likewise to a great part of that
between the dealers and the consumers. Where no bank notes are circulated under £10
value, as In London, paper money confines itself very much to the circulation between
the dealers. ~en a ten pound bank note comes into the hands of a consumer he is
g~~~raIlYobliged to change it at the first shop where he has occasion to purchase five
s I mgs worth of goods; so that it often returns into the hands of a dealer before the
con~~mer has spent the fortieth part of the money" Where bank notes are issued for so
sma Isumsbas20s. as in Scotland, paper money extends itself to a considerable part of the
ClfCU anon etween deal d .
t th

. I' ers an consumers. Before the Act of parliament which put a stop
o e circu ation of ten and fi h'II' .. I' . rve s I 109 notes, It filled a still greater part of that

ClfCU anon. In the currencies of N rth A .a sum as a shilli d fill 0 rnenca, paper was commonly issued for so small
. f I mg: an. I e~ almost the whole of that circulation. In some paper

curreWhnclesa Y~rks~lre, It was Issued even for so small a sum as a sixpence
ere the issuing of bank not C I .'ti d es lor sue 1 very small sums ISallowed and commonly

prac tse , many mean peo I b h '
P
erson whose pro' p e ,;,e ot enabled and encouraged to become bankers. A

rrussory note ror £5 0 f 20 "will get it to be received witho ,r even or. ~. :"ould be rejected by everybody,
sixpence. But the frequent bankr~t s~ruple w~en It IS Issued for so small a sum as a
may occasion a very id blPtcles to which such beggarly bankers must be liable,

consi era e inconveni d .calamity to many poo I h h v~nlency, an sometimes even a very great

It
' b r peop e woad received their notes in payment

were etter, perhaps that b k ". .a smaller sum than £5 Pat» no an notes were Issued m any part of the kingdom for
the kingdom to the' circulationbe would then, probably, confine itself, in every part of

, cu a Ion etween the diff d I .present in London wher b k I erent ea ers, as much as It does at
part of the kingdo~ a sue no h.a~ ~otes are issued under £10 value; £5 being, in most
the quantity of goods I'sma w IC

h
,tough it will purchase, perhaps, little more than half

, s muc considered and . Id
are amidst the profuse expense of London. ' IS as se am spent all at once, as £ I

0

Where paper money, it is to be observ d .between dealers and dealer L e , IS pretty much confined to the circulation

Wh
" s, as at ondon ther "I I .ere It extends itself to a id b' e IS a ways p enty of gold and Silver.

consr era Ie part f h' .consumers, as in Scotland d till . 0 t e Circulation between dealers and
I
, ,an s I more In North A . .. .a most entirely from the count ' I m.enca, It bam shes gold and sliver

commerce being thus carried 0 ~' a most all the ordmary transactions of its interior
notes, somewhat relieved the scn YtypaPfer.The suppression of ten and five shilling bank

arci 0 gold and sil . .Sl ver In Scotland; and the guppresston
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of twenty shilling notes will probably relieve it still more. Those metals are said to have
become more abundant in America, since the suppression of some of their paper
currencies. They are said, likewise, to have been more abundant before the institution of

those currencies.Though paper money should be pretty much confined to the circulation between
dealers and dealers, yet banks and bankers 10ight sti II be able to give nearly the same
assistance to the industry and commerce of the country, as they had done when paper
money filled almost the whole circulation. The ready money which a dealer is obliged to
keep by him, for answering occasional demands, is destined altogether for theelrculatlOn
between himself and other dealers of whom he buys goods. He has no occasion to keep
any by him for the circulation between himself and the consumers, who are his
customers, and who bring ready money to him, instead of taking any from him. Though
no paper money, therefore, was allowed to be issued, but for such sums as wou~d con~ne
it pretty much to the circulation between dealers and dealers; yet partly by dlscountmg
real bills of exchange, and partly by lending upon cash-accounts, banks and bankers
might still be able to relieve the greater part of those dealers from the necessity of
keeping any considerable part of their stock by them unemployed, and in ready money,
for answering occasional demands. They might still be able to give the utmost assistance
which banks and bankers can with propriety give to traders of every kind.

To restrain private people, it may be said, from receiving in payment the promiss?ry
notes of a banker for any sum, whether great or small, when they themselves are willmg
to receive them' or to restrain a banker from issuing such notes, when all his neighbours
are willing to accept of them, is a manifest violation of that natural liberty, which it is the
proper business of law not to infringe, but to support. Such regulations may, n? doubt, be
considered as in some respect a violation of natural hberty. But those exertions of the
natural liberty of a few individuals, which might endanger the security of the whole
society, are, and ought to be, restrained by the laws of all governments; of the most free,
as well as or the most despotical. The obligation of building party walls, m order to
prevent the communication of fire, is a violation of natural liberty, exactly of the same
kind with the regulations of the banking trade which are here proposed. .

A paper money, consisting in bank notes, issued by people of undoubted credit,
payable upon demand, without any condition, and, in fact, always readily paid as soon as
presented, IS, in every respect, equal in value to gold and silver money, since gold and
silver money can at anytime be had for it. Whatever is either bought or sold for such
paper, must necessarily be bought or sold as cheap as it could have been for gold and

silver.The increase of paper money, it has been said, by augmenting the quantity, and
consequently diminishing the value, of the whole currency, necessarily augments the
money price of commodities. But as the quantity of gold and silver, whlc.h IStaken from
the currency, is always equal to the quantity of paper which ISadded to It, pap~r ~oney
does not necessarily increase the quantity of the whole currency. From the begmmng of
the last century to the present time, provisions never were cheaper m Scotland than m
1759, though, from the circulation of ten and five shilling bank notes, there was then
more paper money in the country than at present. The proportion between the price of
provisions in Scotland and that in England is the same now as before the great
multiplication of banking companies in Scotland. Corn is, upon most occesrons. fully as
cheap in England as in France, though there is a great deal of paper money 111 England,
and scarce any in France. In 1751 and 1752, when Mr. Hume pubhshed his pohtlcal
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Discourses, and soon after the great multiplication of paper money in Scotland, there wa
a very sensible rise in the price of provisions, owing, probably, to the badness of the
seasons, and not to the multiplication of paper money.

Itwould be otherwise, indeed, with a paper money, consisting in promissory notes,
of which the Immediate payment depended, in any respect, either upon the good will of
those who Issued them, or upon a condition which the holder of the notes might not
always have It 10 his power to fulfil, or of which the payment was not exigible till after a
certain number of years, and which, in the mean time, bore no interest. Such a paper
money would, no doubt, fall more or less below the value of gold and silver, according as
the difficulty or uncertainty of obtaining immediate payment was supposed to be greater
or less, or accordmg to the. greater or less distance of time at which payment was exigible.
. Someyears ago the different banking companies of Scotland were in the practice of
msertmg Into the" bank notes, what they called an optional clause; by which they
promised payment to the bearer, either as soon as the note should be presented or in the
option of ~he?irectors, six months after such presentment, together with the le~al {nterest
for the said SIXmonths, The directors of some of those banks sometimes took advantage
of this optional clause, and sometimes threatened those who demanded gold and silver in
exchange for a considerable number of their notes, that they would take advantage of it,
u~less such demanders would content themselves with a part of what they demanded. The
p orrussory notes of those banking companies constituted, at that time the far greater part
of the currency of Scotland hi h thi '., W rc IS uncertainty of payment necessarily degraded
below value, of gold and silver money. During the continuance of this abuse (which
PCrevlallledchiefly In 1762, 1763, and 1764), while the exchange between London and
ar ISe was at par that betw L d d D' '. .' een on on an umfries would sometimes be four per cent

agamst Dumfries though thi t ' hi , '
C I

· I bil '.. IS own IS not t irty miles distant from Carlisle. But at
ar ISe, I Is were paid 10 gold and 'I . h ' ' ,b k 51 ver; w ereas at Dumfries they were paid In Scotch
an ~o~es~and the uncertainty of getting these bank notes exchanged for gold and silver

COinI.' a t us degraded them four per cent below the value of that coin. The same act of
par lament which suppressed te d fi hilliti I I n an IVe s I 109 bank notes suppressed likewise this
~~t~~:~r;:u~:; an~ t~~~eby restored the exchange between E~gland and Scotland to its

1 the 0 w a e ~ourse of trade and remittances might happen to make it.
n e paper currencies of Yorkshire thsometimes de ended . . ,e payment of so small a sum as 6d.

change of a iuine t u;hon the condition, that the holder of the note should bring the
notes might freque~tlOf edP~rson w~o Issued It; a condition which the holders of such
currency below the v~IU':o~t :~Jdifficult to fulfil, and which must have degraded this
declared all such clauses I g f I and silver money. An act of parliament, accordlOgly,
promissory notes payabl un

t
aW

h
u
b
' and suppressed, in the same manner as in Scotland, all

, e 0 t e earer, under 20s. value
The paper currencies of North A' . '.bearer on demand but' rnenca consisted, not In bank notes payable to the

,lOa government paper of hi h h .' .
several years after it was issued' and ,w IC t e payment was not exigible till
the holders of this paper th d' I tdhoughthe colony governments paid no interest to

, ey ec are It to be and i C ' fpayment for the full value fo hi h' .' 10 ,act rendered It, a legal tender 0
perfectly good £100 payabrlwfi,cftIt was Issued, But allowing the colony security to be
. "e I een years h ~ .mterest is at six per cent is rth r 1 ence, lor example, In a country where
therefore to accept ofth'is a;~ II Itt e more than £40 ready money. To oblige a creditor,
money, ~as an act of such v'loul tpayment for a debt of £100, actually paid down in ready

en injustice as hgovernment of any other countr h' h ' as scarce, perhaps, been attempted by the
y w IC pretended to be free. It bears the evident marks of
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having originally been, what the honest and downright Doctor Douglas assures us it was,
a scheme of fraudulent debtors to cheat their creditors. The government of Pennsylvama,
indeed, pretended, upon their first emission of paper money,.m 1722, to render the"
paper of equal value with gold and silver, by enacting penalties against all those who
made any difference in the price of their goods when they sold them for a colony paper,
and when they sold them for gold and silver, a regulation equally tyrannical, but much
less effectual, than that which it was meant to support, A positive law may render a
shiliing a legal tender for a guinea, because it may direct the courts of justice to discharge
the debtor who has made that tender; but no positive law can oblige a person who sells
goods, and who is at liberty to sell or not to sell as he pleases, to accept of a shilling as
equivalent to a guinea in the price of them. Notwithstanding any regulation of this kind, It
appeared, by the course of exchange with Great Britain, that £ I00 sterling was
occasionally considered as equivalent, in some of the colonies, to £130, and 10 others to
so great a sum as £ II 00 currency; this difference in the value arising from the difference
in the quantity of paper emitted in the different colonies, and 10 the distance and
probability of the term of its final discharge and redemption.

No law, therefore, could be more equitable than the act of parliament, so unjustly
complained of in the colonies, which declared, that no paper currency to be emitted there
in time coming, should be a legal tender of payment.

Pennsylvania was always more moderate in its emissions of paper money than any
other of our colonies. Its paper currency, accordingly, is said never to have sunk ~el?w
the value of the gold and silver which was current in the colony before the first emISSion
of its paper money. Before that emission, the colony had raised the denomination of ItS
coin, and had, by act of assembly, ordered 5s. sterling to pass in the colomes for 6s:3d"
and afterwards for 6s:8d, A pound, colony currency, therefore, even when that currency
was gold and silver, was more than thirty per cent below the value of £1 sterling; and
when that currency was turned into paper, it was seldom much mor~ than thirty per cent
below that value. The pretence for raising the denomination of the com was to prevent the
exportation of gold and silver, by making equal quantities of those metals pass for greater
sums in the colony than they did in the mother country. It was found, however, that the
price of all goods from the mother country rose exactly 10 proportion as they raised the
denomination of their coin, so that their gold and silver were exported as f~st ~s ever.

The paper of each colony being received in the payment of the provmclal taxes, for
the full value for which it had been issued, it necessarily derived from this use some
additional value over and above what it would have had, from the real or supposed
distance of the term of its final discharge and redemption. This additional value was
greater or less, according as the quantity of paper issued was more or le:s a.bove ,:,hat
could be employed in the payment of the taxes of the particular colony which Issued It. It
was in all the colonies very much above what could be employed 10 this manner. . .

A prince, who should enact that a certain proportion of hIS taxes should be paid tn a
paper money of a certain kind, might thereby give a certain value to this paper money,
even though the term of its final discharge and redemption should depend altogether upon
the will of the prince, If the bank which issued this paper was careful to keep the quantity
of it always somewhat below what could easily be employed 10 thiS manner, the demand
for it might be such as to make it even bear a premium, or sell for somewhat more 10 the
market than the quantity of gold or silver currency for which it was issued, Some people
account in this manner for what is called the agio of the bank of Amsterdam, or for the
superiority of bank money over current money, though this bank money, as they pretend,
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cannot be taken out of the bank at the will of the owner. The greater part of foreign bills
of exchange must be paid m bank money, that is, by a transfer in the books of the bank
and the directors of the bank, they allege, are careful to keep the whole quantity of bank
money always below what this use occasions a demand for. It is upon this account, they
say, the bank money sells for a premium, or bears an agio of four or five per cent above
the same nommal sum of the gold and silver currency of the country. This account of the
bank of Amsterdam, however, it will appear hereafter, is in a great measure chimerical.

A p~per currency which falls below the value of gold and silver coin, does not
thereby sink the value of those metals, or occasion equal quantities of them to exchange
for a smaller quantity of goods of any other kind. The proportion between the value of
gold and Silver and that of goods of any other kind, depends in all cases, not upon the
nature and quantity of any particular paper money, which may be current in any
particular country, but upon the richness or poverty of the mines, which happen at any
particular time to supply the great market of the commercial world with those metals. It
depe?ds upon the proportion between the quantity of labour which is necessary in order
to bring a eertal~ quantity of gold and silver to market, and that which is necessary in
order to bring thither a certain quantity of any other sort of goods.

If bankers are restrained from issuing any circulating bank notes or notes payable to
the bearer, for less than a certain sum; and if they are subjected to the obligation of an
Immediate a~d unconditional payment of such bank notes as soon as presented their
trade may, With safety to the public, be rendered in all other respects perfectly free. The
late multiplication ofbankmg companies in both parts of the united kingdom, an event by
which many peopl~ have been much alarmed, instead of diminishing, increases the
security of the public, It obliges all of them to be more circumspect in their conduct and
b
h
ynot extending their currency beyond its due proportion to their cash to ~uard

t emselves against those mar . hi h he ri ' . .
I

. ICIOUS runs, W ic t e rivalship of so many competitors IS

a ways ready to bring upon them It tra, he ci .. h! . . res rams t e circulation of each particular company
wd.lt'dl~a narrower Circle, and reduces their circulating notes to a smaller number By
IVI 109 the hi' I' . .w ? e ClfCU ation IOta a greater number of parts the failure of anyone

clornpany, an accident which, in the course of things, must sometimes happen becomes of
ess consequence to the pub!' Thi IT . . 'liberal in th . dealinzs wi IC .. IS ee cornpennon, too, obliges all bankers to be more

I
if err ea mgs With their customers, lest their rivals should carry them away. In

genera, I any branch of trade di . . fth fr d ' or any ivisron 0 labour, be advantageous to the public
e eer an more general the competition, it will always be the more so. '

CHAPTER III

OF THE ACCUMULATION OF CAPITAL OR OF
PRODUCTIVE AND UNPRODUCTIVE LABOUR

There is one sort of labour which dd .bestowed' there is anoth hi h has to the value of the subject upon which it IS
may be ~alled producti:~ ~h IC I as no such en:ect. The former as it produces a value,
manufacturer adds gene al'l te ~tter, unproductive labour. [23] Thus the labour of a
his own maintenance an d Yf~.t e value of the materials which he works upon, that of
contrary adds to the value 0 f IS;aster's profit. The labour of a menial servant, on the
to him by his master he 'Ino nlot mg. Though the manufacturer has his wages advanced

, rea tty costs him no ex hi'generally restored together ith fit.! . pense, t e va ue of those wages being
, WI a pro It, 10 the Improved value of the subject upon which
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his labour is bestowed. But the maintenance of a menial servant never is restored. A man
groWSrich by employing a multitude of manufacturers; he grows poor by maintaining a
multitude or menial servants. The labour of the latter, however, has ItS value, and
deserves its reward as well as that of the former, But the labour of the manufacturer fixes
and realizes itself in some particular subject or vendible commodity, which lasts for some
time at least after that labour is past. It is, as it were, a certain quantity of-labour stocked
and stored up, to be employed, if necessary, upon some other occasion. That subject, or,
what is the same thing, the price of that subject, can afterwards, if necessary, put into
motion a quantity of labour equal to that which had originally produced it. The labour of
the menial servant, on the contrary, does not fix or realize itself in any particular subject
or vendible commodity. His services generally perish in the very instant of their
perfonnance, and seldom leave any trace of value behind them, for which an equal
quantity of service could afterwards be procured.

[23] Some French authors of great learning and ingenuity have used those words in a
different sense. In the last chapter of the fourth book, I shall endeavour to show that

their sense is an improper one.

The labour of some of the most respectable orders in the society is, like that of
menial servants, unproductive of any value, and does not fix or realize it~elf in any
permanent subject, or vendible commodity, which endures after that labour IS past, and
for which an equal quantity of labour could afterwards be procured. The sovereign, for
example, with all the officers both of justice and war who serve under him, the whole
army and navy, are unproductive labourers. They are the servants of the public, and are
maintained by a part of the annual produce of the industry of other people. Their service,
how honourable how useful or how necessary soever, produces nothing for which an
equal quantity ~f service c~n afterwards be procured. The protection, security, and
defence, of the commonwealth, the effect of their labour this year, will not purchase ItS
protection, security, and defence, for the year to come. In the same class must be ra~ked,
some both of the gravest and most important, and some of the most frivolous profeSSIOns;
churchmen, lawyers, physicians, men of letters of all kinds; players, buffoons, m~slclans,
opera-singers, opera-dancers, etc. The labour of the meanest of these has a certam value,
regulated by the very same principles which regulate that of every other sort of labour;
and that of the noblest and most useful, produces nothing which could afterwards
purchase or procure an equal quantity of labour. Like the declamation of the actor, the
harangue of the orator, or the tune of the musician, the work ofall of them perishes 10 the

very instant of its production.
Both productive and unproductive labourers, and those who do not labour at all, are

all equally maintained by the annual produce of the land and labourof the country. This
produce, how great soever, can never be infinite, but must have certain limits. According,
therefore, as a smaller or greater proportion of it is in anyone year employed 10
maintaining unproductive hands, the more in the one case, and. the less In the other, Will
remain for the productive, and the next year's produce will be greater ?r smaller
accordingly; the whole annual produce, if we except the spontaneous productIOns of the

earth, being the effect of productive labour. .
Though the whole annual produce of the land and labour .of every. country IS :~

doubt ultimately destined for supplying the consumptIOn of ItS Inhabitants, and f
procuring a revenue to them; yet when it first comes either from the ground, or from the
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hands of the productive labourers, it naturally divides itself into two parts. One of them
and frequently the largest, is, in the first place, destined for replacing a capital, or for
renewing the provisions, materials, and finished work, which had been withdrawn froma
capital; the other for constituting a revenue either to the owner of this capital, as the profit
of his stock, or to some other person, as the rent of his land. Thus, of the produce of land
one part replaces the capital of the farmer; the other pays his profit and the rent of the
landlord; and thus constitutes a revenue both to the owner of this capital, as the profits of
hIS stock, and to some other person as the rent of his land. Of the produce of a great
manufactory, in the same manner, one part, and that always the largest, replaces the
capital of the undertaker of the work; the other pays his profit, and thus constitutes a
revenue to the owner of this capital.

That part ofthe annual produce of the land and labour of any country which replaces
a capital, never IS Immediately employed to maintain any but productive hands. It pays
the wages ofproductive labour only. That which is immediately destined for constituting
a revenue: either as profit or as rent, may maintain indifferently either productive or
unproductive hands.

Whatever part of his stock a man employs as a capital, he always expects it to be
replaced to him wl,th a profit. He employs it, therefore, in maintaining productive hands
only; and after having served in the function of a capital to him, it constitutes a revenue to
them. Whenever he employs any part of it in maintaining unproductive hands of any
kind, that part ISfrom that moment withdrawn from his capital, and placed in his stock
reserved for Immediate consumption.

Unproductive labourers, and those who do not labour at all, are all maintained by
reven,ue;. either, first, by that part of the annual produce which is originally destined for
consntuting a revenue to some particular persons, either as the rent of land, or as the
profits of stock; or, secondly, by that part which, though originally destined for replacing
a capital and for mai t . . ducti I b, . n ammg pro ucuve a ourers only, yet when it comes into their
hands whatever part of it . d ubove fhei, " IS over an a ove their necessary subsistence may be
employed tn maintainin . diff I . hernroducti 'g In I rerent y ert er productive or unproductive hands. Thus not
only the great landlord or the . h h b . . '. rtc merc ant, ut even the common workman if his wages
are considerable may maint . . I ', . am a merna servant; or he may sometimes go to a play or a
PIubPpet-show, and so contribute his share towards maintaining one set of unproductive
a ourers; or he may pay so t d .h

b
Ole axes, an thus help to maintain another set more

onoura Ie and useful indeed b t II· '

\

h
. ' ,u equa y unproductive. No part of the annual produce

owever, which had been origi II d ti d tc renlace a cani '. " . ina y es me to replace a capital is ever directed towards
mamtammg unproductive hands till it it h . 'prod fib ' I a er 1 as put into motion its full complement of
emp~~~~eT~our, ~ all that it could put into motion in the way in which it was
employ a~ypaertw~~hman. m~~thave earned his wages by work done, before he can
his spare revenu~onlem ~~ :~~ ~anner.T.hat part, too, is generally but a small one. It is
generally have so hY' IC productive labourers have seldom a great deal. They

me, owever: and m the paym t f t h f thei bmay compensate . ' en 0 axes, t e greatness 0 their num er
and the profits ~~n:o~emeasure, the smallness of their contribution. The rent of land
unproductive hands sd~~ivea;~e~rv:~~here,therefore, the principal sources from wh~ch
the owners have gene II sistence. These are the two sorts of revenue of which
productive or unprodu~~i:e~:~~sto;:are. They might both maintain indif~ere~tly,either
latter. The expense of a tid f ey seem, however, to have some predilection for the
rich merchant though gtrheah.or eeds generally more idle than industrious people The

, WI IS capital he mai tai . d . .n ams 10 ustnous people only, yet by his
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expense, that is, by the employment of his revenue, he feeds commonly the very same
sort as the great lord.

The proportion, therefore, between the productive and unproductive hands, depends
very much in every country upon the proportion between that part of the annual produce,
which, as soon as it comes either from the ground, or from the hands of the productive
labourers, is destined for replacing a capital, and that which is destined for constituting a
revenue, either as rent or as profit. This proportion is very different in rich from what it is
in poor countries.

Thus, at present, in the opulent countries of Europe, a very large, frequently the
largest, portion of the produce of the land, is destined for replacing the capital of the rich
and independent farmer; the other for paying his profits, and the rent of the landlord. But
anciently, during the prevalency of the feudal government, a very small portion of the
produce was sufficient to replace the capital employed in cultivation. It consisted
commonly in a few wretched cattle, maintained altogether by the spontaneous produce of
uncultivated land, and which might, therefore, be considered as a part of that spontaneous
produce. It generally, too, belonged to the landlord, and was by him advanced to the
occupiers of the land. All the rest of the produce properly belonged to him too, either as
rent for his land, or as profit upon this paltry capital. The occupiers of land were
generally bond-men, whose persons and effects were equally his property. Those who
were not bond-men were tenants at will; and though the rent which they paid was often
nominally little more than a quit-rent, it really amounted to the whole produce of the
land. Their lord could at all times command their labour in peace and their service in war.
Though they lived at a distance from his house, they were equally dependent upon him as
his retainers who lived in it. But the whole produce of the land undoubtedly belongs to
him, who can dispose of the labour and service of all those whom it maintains. In the
present state of Europe, the share of the landlord seldom exceeds a third, sometimes not a
fourth part of the whole produce of the land. The rent of land, however, in all the
improved parts of the country, has been tripled and quadrupled since those ancient times;
and this third or fourth part of the annual produce is, It seems, three or four times greater
than the whole had been before. In the progress of improvement, rent, though It mcreases
in proportion to the extent, diminishes in proportion to the produce of the land. .

In the opulent countries of Europe, great capitals are at present employed m trade
and manufactures. In the ancient state, the little trade that was stirring, and the few
homely and coarse manufactures that were carried on, required but very small capitals.
These, however, must have yielded very large profits. The rate of interest was nowhere
less than ten per cent and their profits must have been sufficient to afford this great
interest. At present, the rate of interest, in the improved parts of Europe, IS nowhere
higher than six per cent: and in some of the most improved, it is so low as four, three, and
two per cent. Though that part of the revenue of the inhabitants which is derived from the
profits of stock, is always much greater in rich than in poor countries, It IS because the
stock is much greater; in proportion to the stock, the profits are ge~erally m~ch less.

That part of the annual produce, therefore, which, as soon as It comes either from the
ground, or from the hands of the productive labourers, is destined for replacing a capital,
is not only much greater in rich than in poor countries, but bears a m~ch greater
Proportion to that which is immediately destined for constituting a revenue either as rent
or as profit. The funds destined for the maintenance of productive labour a.re not only
much greater in the former than in the latter, but bear a much greater proportion to those
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which, though they may be employed to maintain either productive or unproductive
hands, have generally a predilection for the latter.

The proportion between those different funds necessarily determines in every
country the general character of the inhabitants as to industry or idleness. We are more
industrious than our forefathers, because, in the present times, the funds destined for the
maintenance of industry are much greater in proportion to those which are likely to be
employed in the maintenance of idleness, than they were two or three centuries ago. Our
ancestors were idle for want of a sufficient encouragement to industry. It is better, s~s
the proverb, to play for nothmg, than to work tor nothing. In mercantile and
manufacturing towns, where the inferior ranks of people are chiefly ma~ the
em 10 men! of capital, the are in general industrious sober, a hriv'ng; as in many
English, and in most Dutch towns. n t ose towns which are principally supported by the
co~stant or.oc~asional residence of a court, and in which the inferior ranks of people are
chiefly mamtalnedb the s ending of revenue, they are in eneral idle, dissolute, and
~; as at Rome, Versailles, Complegne, an ontainbleau. If you except Rouen and
Bou.rdea~x, there is little trade or industry in any of the parliament towns of France; and
the inferior ranks of people, being chiefly maintained by the expense of the members of
the courts of justice, and of those who come to plead before them, are In general idle and
poor. The great trade of Rouen and Bourdeaux seems to be altogether the effect of their
situanon. Rauen is necessarily the entrepot of almost all the goods which are brought
either fro,m foreign countries, or from the maritime provinces of France, for the
consll.mptlOn ,of the great city of Paris. Bourdeaux is, in the same manner, the entrepot of
the wmes which grow upon the banks of the Garronne and of the rivers which run into it
one of the richest wine countries in the world and 'which seems to produce the wine
fi,ttest. for exportati.on, or best suited to the taste of foreign nations. Such advantageous
sttuations necessanly attract a great capital by the great employment which they afford it;
and the emplo ment of this capital is the cause of the indust!)' of those two ci . s. In the
other parlIament towns of Fr~nce, v~ry little more capital seems to e employed than
what IS nec~ssary ~or supplymg their own consumption; that is, little more than the
smallest capital which can be employed in them. The same thing may be said of Paris,
~adn?, and V~en~a.Of those three cities, Paris is by far the most industrious, but Paris
Itself IS t~e p.rmclpal .m~rket of all the manufactures established at Paris, and its own
consumption IS the principal object of all the trade which it carries on. London, Lisbon,
and Copen~agen, are, perhaps, the only three cities in Europe, which are both the
constant residence of a court and t th . . .' .. .. ,can a e same time be considered as trading Cities, or
as cities which trade not only f thei .." or err own consumption but for that of other cities and
countries The Situation of all th th . '

b
. ~ e ree IS extremely advantageous and naturally fits them

to e the entrepots of a great rt f th ds desti '
I I

· pa 0 e goo s destmed for the consumption of distant
paces. n a City where a great reve . . .nue IS spent to employ With advantage a capital for
adn

f
Y
fj
oth

l
erhPu~pose than for supplying the con;umption of that city is probably more

I ICU t t an m one in which the' feri k f '
h t h d

. mrenor ran s 0 people have no other maintenance but
w a t ey errve from the employm t f h . .of th I h " en 0 sue a capital. The Idleness of the greater part

e peop e w 0 are maintained by th f . .industry of th h h e expense 0 revenue, corrupts, It IS probable, the
it Idose w a oug t to be maintained by the employment of capital and renders
1 ess a vantageous to emplo . I here than i 'or industry in Ed' b h b f Y a capita t ere than 10 other places. There was little trade
be assembled' it, ur

h
g .e ore the Union. When the Scotch parliament was no longer to

m I ,wen It ceased to be the .d . Tand gentry of Scotl d it b . necessary resi ence of the principal nob I rty
an , I ecame a city of some trade and industry. It still continues,
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however, to be the residence of the principal courts of justice in Scotland, of the boards of
customs and excise, etc. A considerable revenue, therefore, still continues to be spent in
it. In trade and industry, it is much inferior to Glasgow, of which the inhabitants are
chiefly maintained by the employment of capital. The inhabitants of a large village, it has
sometimes been observed, after having made considerable progress in manufactures, have
become idle and poor, in consequence of a great lord's having taken up his residence in

their neighbourhood.
The proportion between capital and revenue, therefore, seems everywhere to regulate

the proportion between industry and idleness Wherever capital predominates, industry
prevails; wherever revenue, idleness. Every increase or diminution of capital, therefore,
naturally tends to increase or diminish the real quantity of industry, the number of
productive hands, and consequently the exchangeable value of the annual produce of the
land and labour of the country, the real wealth and revenue of all its inhabitants.

Capitals are increased by parsimony, and diminished by prodigality andmiscr:mQ.tr.£l.
Whatever a person saves from his revenue he adds to his capital, and either employs

it himself in maintaining an additional number of productive hands, or enables some
other person to do so, by lending it to him for an Interest, that Is, for a share of the profits.
As the capital of an individual can be increased only by what he saves from his annual
revenue or his annual gains, so the capital of a society, which is the same with that of all
the individuals who compose it, can be increased only in the same manner.

Parsimony, and not industry, is the immediate cause of the increase of capital.
Industry, indeed, provides the subject which parsimony accumulates; but whatever
industry might acquire, if parsimony did not save and store up, the capital would never be
the greater.

Parsimony, by increasing the fund which is destined for the maintenance of
productive hands, tends to increase the number of those hands whose labour adds to the
value of the subject upon winch it is bestowed. It tends, therefore, to increase the
exchangeable value of the annual produce of the land and labour of the country. It puts
into motion an additional quantity of industry, which gives an additional value to the
annual produce.

What is annually saved, is as regularly consumed as what is annually spent, and
nearly in the same time too: but it is consumed by a different set of people. That portion
of his revenue which a rich man annually spends, is, in most cases, consumed by idle
guests and menial servants, who leave nothing behind them in return for t~e~r
consumption. That portion which he annually saves, as, for the sake of the profit, It IS
immediately employed as a capital, is consumed in the same manner, and nearly in the
same time too, but by a different set of people: by labourers, manufactur~rs, an.d
artificers, who reproduce, with a profit, the value of their annual consumptIOn. HIS
revenue, we shall suppose, is paid him in money. Had he spent the whole, the food,
clothing, and lodging, which the whole could have purcha:ed, would have been
distributed among the former set of people. By saving a part of It, as that part IS, for the
sake of the profit, immediately employed as a capital, either by him~elfor by some other
person, the food, clothing, and lodging, which may be purchased With It, are necessanly
reserved for the latter. The consumption is the same, but the conSWllers are different.

By what a frugal man annually saves, he not only affords mai~tenance to an
additional number of productive hands, for that of the ensuing year, but Iike the founder
of a public work-house he establishes, as it were, a perpetual fund for the mamtenance of
an equal number in all times to come. The perpetual allotment and destination of this

Q
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fund, indeed, is not always guarded by any positive law, by any trust-right or deed of
mortmain. It is always guarded, however, by a very powerful principle, the plain and
evident interest of every individual to whom any share of it shall ever belong. No part of
It can ever afterwards be employed to maintain any but productive hands without an
evident loss to the person who thus perverts it from its proper destination. '
. The prodigal perverts it in this manner: By not confining his expense within his
mcome, he encroaches upon his capital. Like him who perverts the revenues of some
pious foundation to profane purposes, he pays the wages of idleness with those funds
which the frugality of his forefathers had, as it were, consecrated to the maintenance of
industry ..By diminishing the funds destined for the employment of productive labour, he
necessanly diminishes, so far as It depends upon him, the quantity of that labour which
adds a value to the subject upon which it is bestowed, and, consequently, the value of the
annual produce of the land and labour of the whole country, the real wealth and revenue
of Its inhabitants. If the prodigality of some were not compensated by the frugality of
others,. the conduct of every prodigal, by feeding the idle with the bread of the
industrious, would tend not only to beggar himself, but to impoverish his country.

. Thoughthe expense of the prodigal should be altogether in home made, and no part
of It in foreign commodities, Its effect upon the productive funds of the society would
still be the same. Every year there would still be a certain quantity of food and clothing,
which ought to have maintained productive, employed in maintaining unproductive
hands. Every year, therefore, there would still be some diminution in what would
otherwise have been the value of the annual produce of the land and labour of the
country .

This exp~nse, it may be said, indeed, not being in foreign goods, and not occasioning
any exportation of gold and silver, the same quantity of money would remain in the
country as before But if the q tit fed d I' ..' uan I y 0 ,00 an c othing which were thus consumed by
unproductive, had been distributed among productive hands they would have
reproduced together with a fit th C II . . ' .
f

' " pro I, e III value of their consumption. The same quannty
o money would m this cas II h ..besid h' e, equa y ave remained In the country and there would,
eSI es, ave been a reprod ti f 'h b . uc Ion 0 an equal value of consumable goods. There would
ave een two values Instead of one.

The same quantity of money b id . . .'
th I

' eSI es, cannot long remain In any country In which
e va ue of the annual p d dimi h

b
ro uce mums es. The sole use of money is to circulate

consuma Ie goods By me f it ..and. sold d di rib ans 0 I, provrstons, materials, and finished work are bought
, an istn uted to their .'which can b II proper consumers. The quantity of money, therefore,

e annua y employed' .consumable g d II' In any country, must be determined by the value of the
00 s annua y circul t d . hi . . . .immediate d f h a e WIt In It. These must consist either In the

been purch~;~d ucet~ t e land and labour of the country itself, or in some;hing which had
the value ofthatWp' dsomedPart of that produce. Their value, therefore, must diminish as

ro uce ImlnJshes and al ith i he cuanti .be employed in cir I t' h ' ong WI It t e quantity of money which can
cu a mg t em But the hi h' .., fproduce is annually th . money w IC , by this annual diminution 0, rown out of dam est" . I' . . .The interest of whoe . ICcrrcu anon, will not be allowed to he Idle.
ver possesses It requi th . .employment at home. jr '11' . Ires at It should be employed; but having no

employed in purchasing WI , In sPb'lteof all laws and prohibitions, be sent abroad, and
consuma e good hi hannual exportation will . thi s, W IC may be of some use at horne. Its

, In IS manner continue for eoms-H .annual consumption of the bevr inue lor some nme to add something to the
the days of its prosperity ~~~n~7en eycnd the value of its own annual produce. What in

saved from that annual produce, and employed In
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purchasing gold and silver, will contribute, for some. little time, . to support its
consumption in adversity. The exportation of gold and Silver IS, m this case, not the
cause, but the effect of its declension, and may even, for some little time, alleviate the
misery of that declension.

The quantity of money, on the contrary, must in every country naturally increase as
the value of the annual produce increases. The value of the consumable goods annually
circulated within the society being greater, will require a greater quantity of money to
circulate them. A part of the increased produce, therefore, will naturally be employed in
purchasing, wherever it is to be had, the additional quantity of gold and silver necessary
for circulating the rest. The increase of those metals will, in this case, be the effect, not
the cause, of the public prosperity. Gold and silver are purchased everywhere in the same
manner. The food, clothing, and lodging, the revenue and maintenance, of all those
whose labour or stock is employed in bringing them from the mine to the market, is the
price paid for them in Peru as well as in England. The country which has this price to
pay, will never belong without the quantity of those metals which it has occasion for; and
no country will ever long retain a quantity which it has no occasion for.

Whatever, therefore, we may imagine the real wealth and revenue of a country to
consist in, whether in the value of the annual produce of its land and labour, as plain
reason seems to dictate, or in the quantity of the precious metals which circulate within it,
as vulgar prejudices suppose; in either view of the matter, every prodigal appears to be a
public enemy, and every frugal man a public benefactor.

The effects of misconduct are often the same as those of prodigality. Every
injudicious and unsuccessful project in agriculture, mines, fisheries, trade, or
manufactures tends in the same manner to diminish the funds destined for the
maintenance of productive labour. In every such project, though the capital is consumed
by productive hands only, yet as, by the injudicious manner in which they are employed,
they do not reproduce the full value of their consumption, there must always be some
diminution in what would otherwise have been the productive funds of the society.

It can seldom happen, indeed, that the circumstances of a great nation can be much
affected either by the prodigality or misconduct of individuals; the profusion or
imprudence of some being always more than compensated by the frugality and good
conduct of others.

With regard to profusion, the principle which prompts to expense is the passion for
present enjoyment; which, though sometimes violent and very difficult to be restrained, ~s
in general only momentary and occasional. But the principle which prompts to save, IS
the desire of bettering our condition; a desire which, though generally calm and
dispassionate, comes with us from the womb, and never leaves us till we go IOta the
grave. In the whole interval which separates those two moments, there is s~arce, p~rhap~,
a single instance, in which any man is so perfectly and completely satisfied With his
situation, as to be without any wish of alteration or improvement of any kind. -:w
augmentation of fortune is the means by which the greater part of men propose and Wish
to better their condition. It is the means the most vulgar and the most obVIOUS;and the
most likely way of augmenting their fortune, is to save and accumulate some part ofwh~
they acquire, either regularly and annually, or upon some extraordinary occasIOn: Thoug
the principle of expense, therefore, prevails in almost all men upon some ~ccaslOns, a~d
in some men upon almost all occasions; yet in the greater part of men, taking the ~ho e
course of their life at an average, the principle of frugality seems not only to predommate,
but to predominate very greatly .
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With regard to misconduct, the number of prudent and successful undertakings is

everywhere much greater than that of injudicious and unsuccessful ones. After all our
complaints of the frequency of bankruptcies, the unhappy men who fall into this
misfortune, make but a very small part of the whole number engaged in trade, and all
other sorts of business; not much more, perhaps, than one in a thousand. Bankruptcy is,
perhaps, the greatest and most humiliating calamity which can befall an innocent man.
The greater part of men, therefore, are sufficiently careful to avoid it. Some, indeed do
not avoid it; as some do not avoid the gallows. '

?reat ~ati~ns are n~ver impoverished by private, though they sometimes are by
public prodigality and misconduct. The whole, or almost the whole public revenue is, in
most countnes, employed in maintaining unproductive hands. Such are the people who
compos~ a numer?us,and splendid court, a great ecclesiastical establishment, great fleets
an~ armies, who In tune of peace produce nothing, and in time of war acquire nothing
which can compensate the expense of maintaining them, even while the war lasts. Such
peo~le, as they themselves produce nothing, are all maintained by the produce of other
men.s labour. When multiplied, therefore, to an unnecessary number, they may in a
pa~lcu~a~ year consume. so great a share of this produce, as not to leave a sufficiency for
mamtammg the prod~ctlve labourers, who should reproduce it next year, The next year's
produce, therefore, Will be less than that of the foregoing; and if the same disorder should
continue, that of the third year will be still less than that of the second. Those
unproductive hands who should be maintained by a part only of the spare revenue of the
people, may consume so great a share of their whole revenue, and thereby oblige so great
a numb~r to encroach upon their capitals, upon the funds destined for the maintenance of
productive labour, that all the frugality and good conduct of individuals may not be able
to compensate the waste and degradation of produce occasioned by this violent and
forced encroachment.

This frugality and good conduct however.J .. fex" ' owever, IS, upon most occasions, It appears rom
, dividuals sufficient to compensate, not only the private prodigality and misconduct of
m ,IVI uals, but the public extravagance of government. The uniform constant and
unmterrupted effort of every t b hi . . .. ' . ' .
d

. man 0 etter IS condition the principle from which public
an national as well as pro t I ' .. ', " Iva e oPU ence IS originally derived is frequently powerful
enough to maintain the natural p f hi ,'"
th

rogress a t mgs towards Improvement 10 spite both of
e extravagance of govern t d f I '
k

., ,men, an 0 t ie greatest errors of administration, Like the
un nown principle of am I li f . fiti , " rna I e, It requently restores health and vigour to the
cons ituuon tn spite not ani fth di

Th
' I yo e isease, but of the absurd prescriptions of the doctor.

e annua produce of the land d I b f . .
b th

,an a our 0 any nation can be increased in its value
y no 0 er means but by me . . h h .
P
duct! ' reasmg ert er t e number of ItSproductive labourers or the

ro uctrve powers of those I b h h '
P
roductive labou it i ad ourers woad before been employed. The number of its

rers, I IS evt ent can b h . .increase of capital, or of the f ' ~ever e m~c I,n~reased, but m consequence of an
of the same numb fib unds destined for mamtammg them. The productive powers

er a a ourers cannot b ' d .addition and improvem t t h ' e mcre~se , but In consequence either of some
labour or of more pr en °d~ ,o~emachines and Instruments which facilitate and abridge

, opel' tvision add' t ib 'additional capital is alm tin, IS rt ,utlon of employment. In either case, an
that the undertaker ofa os a wkays required. It IS by means of an additional capital only,

ny wor can either pro ld hi kmen wi .make a more proper distrib ti f VI e ISwar men With better machinery, or
consists of a number o~ u~n 0 ekmployment among them, When the work to be done
requires a much greater ca~~ta~'t~~n;~p every man c,onstantl,y employed in o~e way,

ere every man IS occasIOnally employed 10 every
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different part of the work. When we compare, therefore, the state of a nation at two
different periods, and find that the annual produce of its land and labour is evidently
greater at the latter than at the former, that its lands are better cultivated, its manufactures
more numerous and more flourishing, and its trade more extensive; we may be assured
that its capital must have increased during the interval between those two periods, and
that more must have been added to it by the good conduct of some, than had been taken
from it either by the private misconduct of others, or by the public extravagance of
govermment. But we shall find this to have been the case of almost all nations, in all
tolerably quiet and peaceable times, even of those who have not enjoyed the most prudent
and parsimonious governments, To form a right judgment of it, indeed, we must compare
the state of the country at periods somewhat distant from one another. The progress is
frequently so gradual, that, at near periods, the improvement is not only not sensible, but,
from the declension either of certain branches of industry, or of certain districts of the
country, things which sometimes happen, though the country in general is in great
prosperity, there frequently arises a suspicion, that the riches and industry of the whole

are decaying.
The annual produce of the land and labour of England, for example, is certainly

much greater than it was a little more than a century ago, at the restoration of Charles II.
Though at present few people, I believe, doubt of this, yet during this period five years
have seldom passed away, in which some book or pamphlet has not been published,
written, too, with such abilities as to gain some authority with the public, and pretending
to demonstrate that the wealth of the nation was fast declining; that the country was
depopulated, agriculture neglected, manufactures decaying, and trade undone. Nor have
these publications been all party pamphlets, the wretched offspring of falsehood and
venality. Many of them have been written by very candid and very intelligent people,
who wrote nothing but what they believed, and for no other reason but because they

believed it.
The annual produce of the land and labour of England, again, was certainly much

greater at the Restoration than we can suppose it to have been about a hundred years
before, at the accession of Elizabeth. At this period, too, we have all reason to believe,
the country was much more advanced in improvement, than it had been about a century
before, towards the close of the dissensions between the houses of York and Lancaster.
Even then it was, probably, in a better condition than it had been at the Norman conquest:
and at the Nonman conquest, than during the confusion of the Saxon Heptarchy. Even at
this early period, it was certainly a more improved country than at the mvasion of Julius
Caesar, when its inhabitants were nearly in the same state With the savages 111 North
America,

In each of those periods, however, there was not only much private and public
profusion, many expensive and unnecessary wars, great perversion of the an~ual pr,oduce
from maintaining productive to maintain unproductive hands; but sometimes" In the
confusion of civil discord such absolute waste and destructIOn of stock, as might be
supposed, not only to retard, as it certainly did, the natural accumulat~on,ofriches, ?ut to
have left the country, at the end of the period, poorer than at the beginning. Thus, m the
happiest and most fortunate period of them all, that which has passed since the
Restoration, how many disorders and misfortunes have occurred, which, could they have
been foreseen, not only the impoverishment, but the total ruin of the country would have
been expected from them? The fire and the plague of London, the two Dutch wars, the
disorders of the revolution, the war in Ireland, the four expensive French wars of 1688,
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I

170 I, 1742, and 1756, together with the two rebellions of 1715 and 1745. In the course of
the four French wars, the nation has contracted more than £ 145,000,000 of debt, over and
above all the other extraordinary annual expense which they occasioned; so that the
whole cannot be computed at less than £200,000,000. So great a share of the annual
produce of the land and labour of the country, has, since the Revolution, been employed
upon different occasions, in maintaining an extraordinary number of unproductive hands.
But had not those wars given this particular direction to so large a capital, the greater part
of it would naturally have been employed in maintaining productive hands, whose labour
would have replaced, with a profit, the whole value of their consumption. The value of
the annual produce of the land and labour of the country would have been considerably
increased by It every year, and every years increase would have augmented still more that
of the following year. More houses would have been built, more lands would have been
improved, and those which had been improved before would have been better cultivated;
more manufactures would have been established, and those which had been established
before would have been more extended; and to what height the real wealth and revenue
of the country might by this time have been raised, it is not perhaps very easy even to
nnagme,

But though the profusion of government must undoubtedly have retarded the natural
progress of England towards wealth and improvement, it has not been able to stop it. The
annual produce of Its land and labour is undoubtedly much greater at present than it was
either at the Restoration or at the Revolution. The capital, therefore, annually employed
In cUI~lvatmg this land, and in maintaining this labour, must likewise be much greater. In
the midst of all the exactions of government, this capital has been silently and gradually
accumulated by the private frugality and good conduct of individuals, by their universal,
~on~mual, and uninterrupted effort to better their own condition. It is this effort, protected
y . aw, and allowed by liberty to exert Itself m the manner that is most advantageous
which has maintain,ed the progress of England towards opulence and improvement in
almost all former times, and which, it is to be hoped, will do so in all future times.
Engl.and, however, as ,it has never been blessed with a very parsimonious government, so
~arSlm?ny has at no tune been the characteristic virtue of its inhabitants. It is the highest
impertrnence and ~resumption, therefore, in kings and ministers to pretend to watch over
~heeCOn?l~l~of private people, and to restrain their expense, either by sumptuary laws, or
y prohibiting the importation of foreign luxuries. They are themselves always and
without any exception, the greatest spendthrifts in the society, Let them look well' after
their own expense, and they may safely trust private people with theirs. If their own
extravagance ~oe~not rum the state, that of the subject never will.

f h
Asfrugality increases, and prodigality diminishes, the public capital so the conduct

a t ose whose expense Just I thei ..'.
I
. " equa 5 elf revenue, without either accumulating or

encroac ling neither tncreas dimi . h 't ibute es nor mums es It. Some modes of expense however seem
o contn ute more to the growth of public opulence than others ' ,

The revenue of an individual m b . h . '.immediately d i hi h ay e spent, eit er In things which are consumed
,an In w IC one day's ..another' or it b " expense can neither alleviate nor support that of

, r I may e spent In things d bl .
a

d i I . I mere ura e, which can therefore be accumulated
n In W HC 1 every day's ex e 'heighten, the effect of that ~ ~se may, ~s he chooses, either alleviate, or support and
either spend his ,he following day. A man of fortune, for example, may

revenue In a profuse and t b . .,.number of menial d sump uous ta Ie, and In maintarrung a great
I servants an a m ltit d f d .with a frugal table a d few d u I u eo. ogs and horses; or, contenting himself

,n ew atten ants, he may layout the greater part of it in adorning
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his house or his country villa, in useful or ornamental buildings, in useful or ornamental
furniture, in collecting books, statues, pictures; or in things more frivolous, jewels,
baubles, ingenious trinkets of different kinds; or, what is most trifling of all, in amassing
a great wardrobe of fine clothes, like the favourite and minister of a great prince who died
a few years ago. Were two men of equal fortune to spend their revenue, the one chiefly in
the one way, the other in the other, the magnificence of the person whose expense had
been chiefly in durable commodities, would be continually increasing, every day's
expense contributing something to support and heighten the effect of that of the following
day; that of the other, on the contrary, would be no greater at the end of the period than at
the beginning. The former too would, at the end of the period, be the richer man of the
two, He would have a stock of goods of some kind or other, which, though it might not
be worth all that it cost, would always be worth something. No trace or vestige of the
expense of the latter would remain, and the effects of ten or twenty years' profusion
would be as completely annihilated as if they had never existed.

As the one mode of expense is more favourable than the other to the opulence of an
individual, so is it likewise to that of a nation. The houses, the furniture, the clothing of
the rich, in a little time, become useful to the inferior and middling ranks of people. They
are able to purchase them when their superiors grow weary of them; and the general
accommodation of the whole people is thus gradually improved, when this mode of
expense becomes universal among men of fortune. In countries which have long been
rich, you will frequently find the inferior ranks of people in possession both of houses
and furniture perfectly good and entire, but of which neither the one could have been
built, nor the other have been made for their use. What was formerly a seat of the family
of Seymour, is now an inn upon the Bath road. The marriage-bed of James I. of Great
Britain, which his queen brought with her from Denmark, as a present fit for a sovereign
to make to a sovereign, was, a few years ago, the ornament of an alehouse at
Dunfermline. In some ancient cities, which either have been long stationary, or have gone
somewhat to decay, you will sometimes scarce find a single house which could have been
built for its present inhabitants. If you go into those houses, too, you will frequently find
many excellent, though antiquated pieces of furniture, which are still very fit for use, and
which could as little have been made for them. Noble palaces, magnificent villas, great
collections of books, statues, pictures, and other curiosities, are frequently both an
ornament and an honour, not only to the neighbourhood, but to the whole country to
which they belong. Versailles is an ornament and an honour to France, Stowe and Wilton
to England. Italy still continues to command some sort of veneration, by the number of
monuments of this kind which it possesses, though the wealth which produced them has
decayed, and though the genius which planned them seems to be extinguished, perhaps

from not having the same employment.
The expense, too, which is laid out in durable commodities, is fav~ur~ble not onlY,to

accumulation, but to frugality. If a person should at any time exceed m It, he can easily
reform without exposing himself to the censure of the public. To reduce very much the
number of his servants, to reform his table from great profusion to great frugality, to lay
down his equipage after he has once set it up, are changes which cannot escape the
observation of his neighbours, and which are supposed to imply some acknowledgment
of preceding bad conduct. Few, therefore, of those who have once been so unfortunate ~s
to launch out too far into this sort of expense, have afterwards the courage to reform, till
ruin and bankruptcy oblige them. But if a person has, at any time, been at too ~reatan
expense in building, in furniture, in books, or pictures, no imprudence can be inferred
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from his changing his conduct. These are things in which further expense is frequently
rendered unnecessary by former expense; and when a person stops short, he appears to do
so, not because he has exceeded his fortune, but because he has satisfied his fancy.

The expense, besides, that is laid out in durable commodities, gives maintenance,
commonly, to a greater number of people than that which is employed in the most
profuse hospitality. Of two or three hundred weight of provisions, which may sometimes
be served up at a great festival, one half, perhaps, is thrown to the dunghill, and there is
always a great deal wasted and abused. But if the expense of this entertainment had been
employ~~ in setting to work masons, carpenters, upholsterers, mechanics, etc. a quantity
of provistons of equal value would have been distributed among a still greater number of
people, who would have bought them in pennyworths and pound weights, and not have
los~ or. thrown a~ay ~ single ounce of them. In the one way, besides, this expense
~amtams productive, In the other unproductive hands. In the one way, therefore, it
Increases, In the other it does not increase the exchangeable value of the annual produce
of the land and labour of the country.

I would not, however, by all this, be understood to mean, that the one species of
expense always betokens a more liberal or generous spirit than the other. When a man of
fo.rtune spends his revenue chiefly in hospitality, he shares the greater part of it with his
fnends ~~dcompanions; but when he employs it in purchasing such durable
commodities, he often spends the whole upon his own person, and gives nothing to any
body Without an equivalent. The latter species of expense, therefore, especially when
directed towards frivolous objects, the little ornaments of dress and furniture, jewels,
~mkets,. gew-gaws, frequently indicates, not only a trifling, but a base and selfish
ISPOSltl0~. All that I mean is, that the one sort of expense, as it always occasions some

accumulation ofvalu~ble commodities, as it is more favourable to private frugality, and,
consequently, t,o the increase of the public capital, and as it maintains productive rather
than unproductive hands, conduces more than the other to the growth of public opulence.

CHAPTER IV

OF STOCK LENT AT INTEREST

ex The stock which is lent at interest is always considered as a capital by the lender. He

b
pects t~at In due ~lme it is to be restored to him and that in the mean time the
orrower IS to pay hun art' I " , ,. h ' ce am annua rent for the use of it. The borrower may use It
eit er as a capital or as a st k d ~. . .. I '. oc reserve lor Immediate consumption If he uses It as a
capita, he employs It in th . . .

I
. h e mamtenance of productive labourers who reproduce the

va ue, Wit a profit He c . hi 'with t I' .' an, In t IS case, both restore the capital and pay the interest,
ou a renatmg or encroach' '.stock re d for i . 109 upon any other source of revenue. If he uses It as a

serve lor Immediate co ti hin the . t f' the i nsump ion, e acts the part of a prodigal and dissipates,
main enance 0 the Idle h t desti 'can in thi . h ' W a was estined for the support of the industrious, He

, IS case, nett er restore the c it I . . . .'or encroaching h apt a nor pay the Interest, Without either alienating
upon some ot er sou f fland. rce 0 revenue, such as the property or the rent 0

The stock which is lent at interest iways but in the fo h n erest IS, no doubt, occasionally employed in both these
order' to spend willrmer ~uc ~ore frequently than in the latter. The man who borrows in
to repent of his follso,; b ruined, and he who lends to him will generally have occasion

y. 0 orrow or to lend for such a purpose therefore is in all cases,, ."
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where gross usury is out of the question, contrary to the interest of both parties; and
though it no doubt happens sometimes, that people do both the one and the other, yet,
from the regard that all men have for their own interest, we may be assured, that it cannot
happen so very frequently as we are sometimes apt to imagine. Ask any rich man of
common prudence, to which of the two sorts of people he has lent the greater part of his
stock, to those who he thinks will employ it profitably, or to those who will spend it idly,
and he will laugh at you for proposing the question. Even among borrowers, therefore,
not the people in the world most famous for frugality, the number of the frugal and
industrious surpasses considerably that of the prodigal and idle.

The only people to whom stock is commonly lent, without their being expected to
make any very profitable use of it, are country gentlemen, who borrow upon mortgage.
Even they scarce ever borrow merely to spend. What they borrow, one may say, is
common Iy spent before they borrow it. They have generally consumed so great a quantity
of goods, advanced to them upon credit by shop-keepers and tradesmen, that they find it
necessary to borrow at interest, in order to pay the debt. The capital borrowed replaces
the capitals of those shop-keepers and tradesmen which the country gentlemen could not
have replaced from the rents of their estates. It is not properly borrowed in order to be
spent, but in order to replace a capital which had been spent before.

Almost all loans at interest are made in money, either of paper, or of gold and silver;
but what the borrower really wants, and what the lender readily supplies him with, is not
the money, but the money's worth, or the goods which it can purchase. If he wants it as a
stock for immediate consumption, it is those goods only which he can place in that stock.
If he wants it as a capital for employing industry, it is from those goods only that the
industrious can be furnished with the tools, materials, and maintenance necessary for
carrying on their work, By means of the loan, the lender, as it were, assigns to the
borrower his right to a certain portion of the annual produce of the land and labour of the
country, to be employed as the borrower pleases. .

The quantity of stock, therefore, or, as it is commonly expressed, of money, which
can be lent at interest in any country, is not regulated by the value of the money, whether
paper or coin, which serves as the instrument of the different loans made in that country,
but by the value of that part of the annual produce, which, as soon as it comes either from
the ground, or from the hands of the productive labourers, is destined, not only for
replacing a capital, but such a capital as the owner does not care to be at the trouble of
employing himself. As such capitals are commonly lent out and paid back 10 money, they
constitute what is called the monied interest. It is distinct, not only from the landed, but
from the trading and manufacturing interests, as in these last the owner: the~selves
employ their own capitals. Even in the monied interest, however, the money Is,.as It we.re,
but the deed of assignment, which conveys from one hand to another those capitals which
the owners do not care to employ themselves. Those capitals may be greater, 10 almost
any proportion than the amount of the money which serves as the Instrument of their
conveyance; th~ same pieces of money successively serving for many differ~nt lo~ns, as
:veil as for many different purchases. A, for example, lends to W £1000, With which W
Immediately purchases of B £ I000 worth of goods. B having no occasion for the money
himself, lends the identical pieces to X, with which X immediately purchases of C
another £ I000 worth of goods. C, in the same manner, and for the same reason, .Iends
them to Y, who again purchases goods with them of D. In this manner, the same pieces,
either of coin or of paper, may, in the course of a few days, ser~e ~s t~e Instrument of
three different loans, and of three different purchases, each of which IS, 10 value, equal to
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the whole amount of those pieces. What the three monied men, A, B, and C, assigned to
the three borrowers, W, X, and Y, is the power of making those purchases. In this power
consist both the value and the use of the loans. The stock lent by the three monied men is
equal to the value of the goods which can be purchased with it, and is three times greater
than that ofthe money with which the purchases are made. Those loans, however, may be
all perfectly well se.cured, the goods purchased by the different debtors being so
employed as, m due time, to bring back, with a profit, an equal value either of coin or of
paper. And as the same pieces of money can thus serve as the instrument of different
loans to three, or, for the same reason, to thirty times their value, so they may likewise
successively serve as the instrument of repayment.

A capital lent at interest may, in this manner, be considered as an assignment, from
the lender to the borrower, of a certain considerable portion of the annual produce, upon
con.dltlon that the burrower In return shall, during the continuance of the loan, annually
assign to the. lender a s~all portio~, called the interest; and, at the end of it, a portion
equally considerable with that which had originally been assigned to him called the
repayment. Though money, either coin or paper, serves generally as the deed of
assignment, both to the smaller and to the more considerable portion, it is itself altogether
different from what ISassigned by it.

In proportion as that share of the annual produce which, as soon as it comes either
from the ground, or from the hands of the productive labourers, is destined for replacing a
c~plt~l,mcr~asesIn any country, what is called the monied interest naturally increases
with It. The .lncrease of those particular capitals from which the owners wish to derive a
revenue, :WIthout being at the trouble of employing them themselves naturally
accompanies the general increase of cani I . 'u . ncrease 0 capita s; or, In other words, as stock increases, the
q antity of stock t? be lent at interest grows gradually greater and greater.

. As the quant~ty of stock to be lent at interest increases the interest or the price
which must be paid for the fth t k .. '". '. use 0 a stoc .necessarily diminishes not only from those
general causes which make th ket nri . ' ". . e mar et pnce of things commonly diminish as their
quantity mcreases but from oth hi h . . .. I .: er causes w IC are peculiar to this particular case. As
capita s Increase many c t th f ... oun ry, e pro ItS which can be made by employing them
necessarily diminish It b dcountry a fit bl . h ecomes gra ually more and more difficult to find within the

pro i a e met od of emplo . . ..a competiti b . ymg any new capital, There anses In consequence,
I Ion etween different ·t I h 'possession of that em 10 m . ca~1 a s, t. e owner of one endeavouring to get

h h
. P Y ent which ISoccupied by another: but upon most occasions

e can ope to justle that oth f thi ' , 'upon more re bl er out 0 this employment by no other means but by dealing
asona e terms He m ttl I .but, in order to get it to sell h us no on ~ se I what he d.eals In somewhat cheaper,

productive labour b th . ' e must sometimes, too, buy It dearer. The demand for
grows every day ~re;ter ~~~cr;ase of the funds w~ich are destined for maintaining it,
of capitals find it diffi It t g eater. Labourers easily find employment; but the owners
of labour and sinks t~CU of!get ~abourers to employ. Their competition raises the wages
use of a capital are i· eth~roIts 0 stock. But when the profits which can be made by the

n IS manner dim" . I d . . .
can be paid for the use of it th . huus ie , ~s It were, at both ends, the pnce which
with them. I, at IS, t e rate of interest, must necessarily be diminished

Mr. Locke, Mr. Law, and Mr. Mon . .
have Imagined that the incr f h tesquieu, as well as many other writers, seem to
discovery of the Spanish ;:as: 10dt e quantity of gold and silver, in consequence of the
interest through the greater e~ ~~es,was the real cause of the lowering of the rate of

pa 0 urope. Those metals, they say, having become of less
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value themselves, the use of any particular portion of them necessarily became of less
value too, and, consequently, the price which could be paid for it. This notion, which at
first sight seems so plausible, has been so fully exposed by Mr. Hume, that it is, perhaps,
unnecessary to say anything more about it. The following very short and plain argument,
however, may serve to explain more distinctly the fallacy which seems to have misled

those gentlemen.
Before the discovery of the Spanish West Indies, ten per cent seems to have been the

common rate of interest through the greater part of Europe. It has since that time, in
different countries, sunk to six, five, four, and three per cent. Let us suppose, that in every
particular country the value of silver has sunk precisely in the same proportion as the rate
of interest; and that in those countries, for example, where interest has been reduced from
ten to five per cent the same quantity of silver can now purchase just half the quantity of
goods which it could have purchased before. This supposition will not, I believe, be
found anywhere agreeable to the truth; but it is the most favourable to the opinion which
we are going to examine; and, even upon this supposition, it is utterly impossible that the
lowering of the value of silver could have the smallest tendency to lower the rate of
interest. If £100 are in those countries now of no more value than £50 were then, £10
must now be of no more value than £5 were then. Whatever were the causes which
lowered the value of the capital, the same must necessarily have lowered that of the
interest, and exactly in the same proportion. The proportion between the value of the
capital and that of the interest must have remained the same, though the rate had never
been altered. By altering the rate, on the contrary, the proportion between those two
values is necessarily altered. If £ I00 now are worth no more than £50 were then, £5 now
can be worth no more than £2: lOs. were then. By reducing the rate of interest, therefore,
from ten to five per cent we give for the use of a capital, which is supposed to be equal to
one half of its former value, an interest which is equal to one fourth only of the value of
the fanner interest.

An increase in the quantity of silver, while that of the commodities circulated by
means of it remained the same, could have no other effect than to diminish the value of
that metal. The nominal value of all sorts of goods would be greater, but their real value
would be precisely the same as before. They would be exchanged for a greater number of
pieces of silver; but the quantity of labour which they could command, the number of
people whom they could maintain and employ, would be precisely the same. The capital
of the country would be the same, though a greater number of pieces might be reqursrte
for conveying any equal portion of it from one hand to another. The deeds of assignment,
like the conveyances of a verbose attorney, would be more cumbersome; but the thmg
assigned would be precisely the same as before, and could produce only the same effects.
The funds for maintaining productive labour being the same, the demand for It would be
the same. Its price or wages, therefore, though nominally greater, would really be the
same. They would be paid in a greater number of pieces of silver, but they would
purchase only the same quantity of goods. The profits of stock would be the same,. both
nominally and really. The wages of labour are commonly computed by the quantity of
silver which is paid to the labourer. When that is increased, therefore, his wages appear to
be increased, though they may sometimes be no greater than before. But the profits of
stock are not computed by the number of pieces of silver with which they are paid, b~t by
the proportion which those pieces bear to the whole capital employed. Thus, in a
particular country, 5s. a-week are said to be the common wages of labour, and ten per
cent the common profits of stock; but the whole capital of the country being the same as
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before, the competition between the different capitals of individuals into which it was
divided would likewise be the same. They would all trade with the same advantages and
disadvantages. The common proportion between capital and profit, therefore, would be
the same, and consequently the common interest of money; what can commonly be given
for the use of money being necessarily regulated by what can commonly be made by the
use of it.

. Any increase in the quantity of commodities annually circulated within the country,
while that of the money which circulated them remained the same, would, on the
contrary, produce many other important effects, besides that of raising the value of the
money. The capital of the country, though it might nominally be the same, would really
be augmented. It might contmue to be expressed by the same quantity of money, but it
would command a greater quantity of labour. The quantity of productive labour whicb it
could rnamtam and employ would be increased, and consequently the demand for that
labour. Its wages would naturally rise with the demand, and yet might appear to sink.
They might be paid with a smaller quantity of money, but that smaller quantity might
purchase a greater quantity of goods than a greater had done before. The profits of stock
would be diminished, both really and in appearance. The whole capital of the country
being augmented, the competition between the different capitals of which it was
cOI~posed would naturally be augmented along with it. The owners of those particular
cafPltalswould be obliged to content themselves with a smaller proportion of the produce
o that labour which their res ti . I . .. pee rve capita s employed. The interest of money keeping
pace always With the profits of t k . h' . . ' . .
tl h h

soc, mig t, 10 this manner be greatly diminished
10Ug t e value of money th . f .'. '

h
,or e quantity 0 goods which any particular sum could

pure ase, was greatly augmented.
In some countries the inte t fthi res 0 money has been prohibited by law. But as

some ung can everywhere b d b hbe paid 'or th f' i Tehma e y t e use of money, something ought everywhere to
II e use 0 It . IS reg 1 f . .experience to inc th"1 u a Ion, Instead of preventing, has been found from

rease e eVI of usury Th d b bei .use of the money but' th . k "';".'. e e tor eing obliged to pay, not only for the
, tor ens which his c dit bv acceoti . ,that use he is oblig d if re ~or runs y accepting a compensation lor

usury. ' e ,lone may say so, to Insure his creditor from the penalties of

In countries where interest is e .usury, generally fixes the hi h P rmitted, the law in order to prevent the extortion of
This rate ought always to b ig est rate which can be taken without incurring a penalty.
is commonly paid for th e somefwhat above the lowest market price or the price which

. e use ° money b th h .' dsecunty. If this legal rate slid b f Y ose w 0 can give the most undoubte
fixation must be nearly th lOU e ixed below the lowest market rate, the effects of this
will net lend his money 'oe slamelas those of a total prohibition of interest. The creditor
r, II r ess t 13n the u f i .ior the risk which he runs b . se 0 It IS worth, and the debtor must pay him
tl I

Y acceptmg thefull If" .ie owest market price it j'ui , va ue 0 that use. If It IS fixed precisely at
,I rums WIth han t I .country, the credit of all those I ' es peop e who respect the laws of their

h W 10 cannot gi thave recourse to exorbitam u I ve e very best security and obliges them to
I surers 11 a co t ' .em to government at three pe . un ry such as Great Britain where money IS~ rcent and to . . ,
Ourand a-half, the present legal r t c: pnvate people, upon good security at four and

Th I I " ae,mepercent' h 'e ega rate It IS to be ob d IS per aps as proper as any
to be I' serve ,though .t .mue 1 above the lowest mark t 1 ought to be somewhat above ought not
example " . e rate. If the Ie I f i . ' .. t:,was fixed so high as eight ga rate a mterest 10 Great Bntarn- lor

was to be lent, would be lent to p dizals per cent the greater part of the money which
ro Iga sand p .rOJectors, who alone would be willing to
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give this high interest. Sober people, who will give for the use of money no more than a
part of what they are likely to make by the use of it, would not venture into the
competition. A great part of the capital of the country would thus be kept out of the hands
which were most likely to make a profitable and advantageous use of it, and thrown into
those which were most likely to waste and destroy it. Where the legal rate of interest, on
the contrary, is fixed but a very little above the lowest market rate, sober people are
universally preferred, as borrowers, to prodigals and projectors. The person who lends
money gets nearly as much interest from the former as he dares to take from the latter,
and his money is much safer in the hands of the one set of people than in those of the
other. A great part of the capital of the country is thus thrown into the hands in which it is
most likely to be employed with advantage.

No law can reduce the common rate of interest below the lowest ordinary market rate
at the time when that law is made. Notwithstanding the edict of 1766, by which the
French king attempted to reduce the rate of interest from five to four per cent money
continued to be lent in France at five per cent the law being evaded in several different

ways.
The ordinary market price of land, it is to be observed, depends everywhere upon the

ordinary market rate of interest. The person who has a capital from which he wishes to
derive a revenue, without taking the trouble to employ it himself, deliberates whether he
should buy land with it, or lend it out at interest. The superior security of land, together
with some other advantages which almost everywhere attend upon this species of
property, will generally dispose him to content himself with a smaller revenue from land,
than what he might have by lending out his money at interest. These advantages are
sufficient to compensate a certain difference of revenue; but they will compensate a
certain difference only; and if the rent of land should fall short of the interest of money
by a greater difference, nobody would buy land, which would soon reduce its ordinary
price. On the contrary, if the advantages should much more than compensate the
difference, everybody would buy land, which again would soon raise its ordinary price.
When interest was at ten per cent land was commonly sold for ten or twelve years
purchase. As interest sunk to six, five, and four per cent the price of land rose to twenty,
five-and-twenty, and thirty years purchase. The market rate of interest is higher in France
than in England, and the common price of land is lower. In England it commonly sells at
thirty, in France at twenty years purchase.

CHAPTER V

OF THE DIFFERENT EMPLOYMENTS OF CAPITALS

Though all capitals are destined for the maintenance of productive labour only, yet
the quantity of that labour which equal capitals are capable of putting into motion, varies
extremely according to the diversity of their employment; as does likewise the value
which that employment adds to the annual produce of the land and labour of the country.

A capital may be employed in four different ways; either, first, in procuring the rude
produce annually required for the use and consumption of the society; or, secondly, in
manufacturing and preparing that rude produce for immediate use and consumption; or,
thirdly in transporting either the rude or manufactured produce from the places where
they abound to those where they are wanted; or, lastly, in dividing particular portions of
either into such small parcels as suit the occasional demands of those who want them. In
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